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SANTA FE NEW MEXICO,

YEAR.
office. So far we know of four candidates for Senator, three for Governor and as many and more for the
other state offices.
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PREPAREDNESS

PROFESIONAL

STATE FAIR

fin

The nation's problem, is they vital
issue in your life, young man I
iWitl you tackle life half awake;
hdlf developed, half efficient?
Or will you buck the line with
yoor mind alive, trained and
for use as your opportunities call ?
The Untrained man may win-b- ut
the odds are against him.
card-index-

ed

LOOMING

IIP

M.

ONCE AGAIN

PEOPLE OP THE
STATE WANT IT MADE A
EST;

California
SAN DIEGO

LAWYERS.
td Staswaa
Naw

J. MeGINNESS

Abataao.
Edifldo LaarUi.
SaaU Fa, Nusto Mask.
Espedalsaante atiaado asuata
tarranas.

E.

OflcJna

THE BIO SHOW LAST FALL
AWAKENED MUCH INTER

rr

REID A HERVEY

dU

P. DAVIES

ATTORNKY-AT-LA-

EXPOSITION RATES

Raaaaa M aad M
Capital GUr Baa Baflataf
. . . Haw Meals
Fa
Saata

Abofado an lay
Oficina
Est la asquiaa da las Areata
Palaca y Washington.
SaaU Fa. Nuavo MexJca.

SUCCESS
Why take the chance?
FEEDING PERIOD FOR CATTLE
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW
Albuquerque, N. M., May 24. The
Animals Are on Full Feed When They entire
state is getting) behind the
MEXICO
MONUMENTS
Are Taking Grain and Roughage
State Fair with a spirit that has nev
to Full Capacity.
er been shown before for this most
at Albuquerque
ARTISTIC DESIGNS
important New Mexico institution.
Prominent men in all sections of the
Highest Quality, Lowest Pricas
(By 3. Li. TORMKY, University of
state and county officials,
I PAY THE FREIGHT
la ready to prepare you In your tion.) Agricultural Kipurlment Sta- State,
those who participated in the Fair
The
between
the
the
time
period
J. H. WATT,
hnme state University you can get
did
all
who
those
and
last
not,
year
steer in put Into the feed lot and the
in their offers of assist Bo 17$
a thorough college education- Santa Fe, K. at
time when he Is ready to be turned are sending
to the Fair ofat an actual, necessary cost of off for beef Is known an the feeding ance and
fice. What is particularly gratifying
L. F. MURRAY, M. D.
$195.00 a year; and if you will, period. The short feeding period lusts to the officers of the Fair is the fact
you can earn the money as you go. from sixty to ninety diiys. The long that the press of New Mexico is beone hundred hind the Fair in a unit.
Sixty percent of tlie students in feeding period oraverugeH
about six months.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGROH
eighty days,
this University are doin it.
Albuquerque as usual stands ready
Cattle are said to be on full feed when to do her share of the work and subCITY PHYSICIAN.
NEW MEXICO NEEDS
scribe a larger portion of the money
TRAINED MEN
necessary to make a big success again
Pkaae EH.
this year, feeling confident that an
First Dear Waal af PaalaJfav
waits
for them. At
other sucess as big as that of 1915 OHIaa
Opportunity
Naw
will thoroughly convince the State aaaaa ra
present 80 University students are
an appropriation should be made
that
the
for
next year'sl
money
earning
for the
of sufficient size to do it
DAVID KNAPP, M. D.
college expenses in good jobs held
justice. This city will have to do as
much as she did last year, which
out to them by men eager for even
means that the citizens will give
naif trained men.
PHYSICIAN ANB SURGROH,
something like $20,000 for the Fair.
THE UNIVERSITY OPENS
The largest stock show ever held Uasala
Oppaalie Kay's
in the State is already assured for
AUGUST 2 2ND
Suta
Fa, Naw Masnaa.
the Fair this year. The Pecos Valley
breeders have expressed the inten
Time enough to arrange for
tion of sending a number of carloads
your course if you act NOW
of stuff to the State Fair and a conFor complete information
siderable amount of stock will be
sent from the northern section of the
Address,
State. The stock show was the only
DAVID R. BOYD,
weak point in the IV15 fair and spec
ial attention will be given to this de
President.
partmcnt- this year to bring it up to
N.
M
Albuquerque,
standard-

ROUND TRIP RATES FROM SANTA FE, N. M.
SAN DIEGO.

MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS

Los Angeles, $45-5San Francisco, $55-5Special, $40.55
Special $50.55
Dates of sale, regular Summer rates, May 1st, to Septem1016.
ber 30th, return limit October

NOTARY PUBLIC
Offlae Orar Park Taeatar
.
. Naw Ma

.

Saata Fa

3C

Dates of sale, Special Excursion, June ioth to 17th, and
July 24th to 31st, 191&
Return limit, two months from date of sale.

CATRON A CATRON
ATTORNEYS

--

T. B. Cafaaa

FOUR DAILY TRAINS VIA THE SANTA FE

Read H alias

C C Catraa
F. J. Lavaa

A. H.

Salte l- .
Saata Fa

The only through Line to San Diego.
Visit the GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA.
For further particulars, timetables and general information, call or address,
Santa Fe, N. M.
H. S. LUTZ. Agent

CUaa.

Natarv Paa
Catraa Blaak

. .

Naw

ar

...

A,

Excellent Beef Type.
nre
they
taking grain and roughRgrf
to their full capacity. Cattle cannot
on
to full feed suddenly, for they
go
cannot adjust themselves hurriedly to
a change In diet. They must tlurefore
be worked tip to full feed gradually,
and so be accustomed to the ration.
This period is often known as the
"warming up" period, and lasts from
two to six weeks, depending upon
whether the eat tie have ever been accustomed In any grain. Since this Is
a filling-tiprocess, cattle get on to
full I'l'cil .somewhat more rapidly when
fed on a riitlon made up largely of
roughage material, and not a great
deal of grain. Too much grain at the
beginning will likely lead to digestive
disturbances from which Hie cattle recover only slowly. .Moreover, the cattle
ure later more subject to such attacks.
linger proportion or steers ure
abort fed lliau formerly, principally
because the working margin Is narrower, Hfifl the market does not make
enough difference in price for the degree of finish put upon the cuttle to
warrant the longer period. Cheaper
and larger daily pains can he made
during the short period than during
the long period, because, since the ration can be made heavier and the steer
forced more rapidly, he will not waste
do much of the ration.

NEW MEXICO EXCHANGE
CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

One cent a word for each insertion
Each issue reaches over 3,000 subscribers living in the state of New
Mejcico.

FOR SALE Hereford bull calves
Prices right. Charley Sumner stock
Do not write, cmnc and te. S. C
Rea, Riddle, N M.
FOR SALE Choice improved Lots,
also two family cottages. Apply at
State Record office.
FUR SALE Ferrand-Cecili- a
piano
Phone 159-or
at 113 San
Francisco street. At home afternoon.
4W
c- -!!

WANTED To hear trom owner of
good farm for sale. Send cash price
,and description. D. F. Bush, Minneapolis, Minn.
If you want any Express delivered

to any part of the city apply to

Luis

Escudero.

COMPRE
Los dulces Jpara su
novia, su esposa, su
madre 0 su hermana
Ellas apreciaran los
dulces manufactura-do- s
en Santa Fe.
Dulceria de ; . .

I
lift
Ia9 A 1 t
iiheuniyurciMrrizei
1 (Hienest Award)
rmxi
I
m

oiven to

m

r:mt

at

titers
Kmama-

i Dictionaries
I

al the
Pacific Exposition
was granted to
f

jr.

t

Superiority of Educational Merit.
Tina turn creation un.'wurs with
final authority all kintlno( piusling
qncstwn. .vkU a.-- "Huff in iVr
Ik rn m rlan-- i
pronounce,!

" "

w vVl
i;

i.s

tut
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pie and fairly cheap. The place for
the vat la dug out in the ground and
11 nod with bricks or cetneat
The runways should be floored with pine
boards and the fencing may be of any
suitable material.
Where It Is not
(li'Mlrnlile or piwxlhle to buy Homeone
of the many good metal, portable dipping vats for email flock use, a permanent tank like this will meet all
needs.

btt

Greatest Weakness in Industry
Production of Too Many General Purpose Animals.

YOUR

Precios justos
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Attention a tha
FaB plow taa garoaa If
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW
--

H' line

--

Caraar Palaaa
Wasksaftaa
Saata Faj Maa? Sleasea

Asbm

aftadido a nuestra
Bo- -

de abarrotes,

tas, Zapatos, Sombreros, y arti-culde noTedad. Solicitamos
su patrocioio cuando veagan a

os

J. H. Blaine, Jr.
Trabajo

Esparto

Mf San Francisco

Prontitud

Exparieacia

St

Registro

1.

Sa encargn da hacer traducciones del Ingle al Espaaol
al Ingle. La ordena da afuera nuestra especialidad.

de Nuevo

y del Espi-

Mexico

$1.00 Al A no
?T
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Rickaliaa

Caaaad VafataMss

Haat Brotkars California Caa- aad Fruits aad HawaKaa
Piaaapplas
BOSS PATENT

Priaaraae

FLOUR

Battar

t
t?T
ty
tf?

f
T

T

??

e

tamps and roots wkea yoa grip taa
kaadles bat lightly. Toe trm a grip
thravs taa plow ant of aalaaca.

saasasaaiHitaiissa

MTU

la place.

Santa Pe, IV.

ryf

Carry a Full Liaa af
A Saabara's Coffa
aad Teas

Caasa

e

8aH for Walking PVw.
A properly adjusted walktaf plow
wM rua beet In groasd clear of stones,

MINING SCIENCE

CTFIE, EDWARDS &

Isidore)
Armijo
Hancock St. Number
407

KAUNE'S T?

Advertisers-"Ca-

in

Do Business Ly Mail.
livts

Screened, Sized sad Coaceatrated Wonts
every one helpful to the sun who is
leduang of marketing ore. Nothing in it that
could be left out; Dothiag left out that thoaM
be in. The 'Review of Reviewi ol the Mia-iu- g
Industry. Average Saaapla seat free.

-

hnrse-hreedin- g

i

WORTH WHILE

VACATION

Is

The fnrmi-- who seeks to find fnvor
among the horse buyers af toduy must
produce nn nnlnml that Is especially
adnpteO to some particular kind of
work. He must be a
horse, must pokochh the ability to do
some one kind of work so exceptionally well, by reuHim of his conformation, that he Is out of place at anything else.
Perhaps the greiitest wenkness In
the
industry is the pro
duction of too m;iny gcnernl purposo
hemes. This kind of animal, while
not espediilly ednpted to any one kind
of work, will (ki fairly vrN almost any
kind of work, yet from tlie market
standpoint be Is not a profitable animal to breed. Tlie
animal, while not cnntlng any more to
feed and rabat, will aril tn most eases
for a much higher price.
apodal-purpos-

1 .ir-,- .

t
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'nUi-rt-
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Dipping Vat for Sheep.

HORSES FINDING MOST FAVOR

HEW INTERNATIONAL!
ft

WHERE TO SPEND

NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

MAGRUDER'S 11

IS SOMETHING

ECONOMY GROCERY

LISTEN TO THE CALL OF OLD
OCEAN, where the joy of living, the
charm of health, and the pleasures of
recreation are all combined. Pack
your Grip and come to the Coast for
a few weeks, during the hot summer
months, where vou can eniov the fine
bracing and invigorating! air of the
seashore The HOTEL NORTHERN
of Los Angeles, a new modern fire- proof building, elegantly furnished
moderate priced, is situated just two
blocks from the electric railway sta-tion where trains leave every few
minutes for the many popular seashore resorts surrounding this city
and close to all large department
stores, theatres, cafes, etc., which
makes it a very ideal place to stay
during your vacation. The guests at
the Hotel Northern are amongst the
most delightful people one could
meet, and the huge Lobby offers a
common meeting place for congenial
people, and by its social pleasures
one forgets the cares and worries of
business back home.
Our Auto Bus meets all trains
taking you from and to the station
Free Garage and
VAT FOR SMALL FARM FLOCK without charge.
for your
Parking accommodations
Place for Tank Is Dug Out in Ground Automobiles.
Write for Folders, Rates, Reservaand Lined With Cement or Bricks
tions.
It Is Inexpensive.
NORTHERN HOTEL CO,
The Illustration shows a good type
Los Angeles, Cal.
of small dipping vat of about the
right size for the average small farm
sheep flock. Its construction Is slui- -

WANTED To buy a relinquishment
to a free U. S. Government Homestead. Give location, description am!
lowest cash price in first letter. A
L. Banks, Denton, Texas.
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Publishers:

A Weekly News Budget of New Mexico Activities

Grasml
Sft&fos

Sft&fte

Sl&tB Mews

Mikibg Mews
Political Mews

State Society Mews
Capital City Mews
Official State Mews

Eight Big Pages for less than 3c per week
The State Record is unequivocally Republican in its editorial policy, but through its news columns it presents the editorial utterances the different party papers of the state.

Tke Gireat Political Camjpaigira Apjpiroacke s

T

?

in it

Through its
Columns

State Record $1.50 a year

Rejittro-Spani-

sh

Weekly $1.00

north 66' 30' ust 642 feet to tbr
northwest corner and place of beginning, excluding therefrom s tract ot
4.55 acrea claimed by Clara O. Tree;
on the east between
fronting 214 iert
atationa No. 16 and No. 17, containao claimed
ing exclusive of aaid parcel44.35
acrea:
by aaid tiara D. True,
all intended and being the Tuonyo
occlaimed
and
as
Ranch,
cupied by Matilda Coxe Stevenson
tn secduring her life time, and all
tions 5 and 6, Township 19, North,
Range ft East, New Mexico Principal
Meridian; together with all and
singular the lands, hereditaments and
appurtenances thereunto belonging or
in any wise appertaining.
Friday, the 18th cl:iy ol August, WIS, at
ten nYlnck A. M. of that day, at the South
Front Door of the County Court House, at
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
the City of Santa Fe, New Mexico. 1 will,
Puhlic notice is hereby given that on
Santa Fa, N. M.
in obedience to said order of sale and decree
Westbound
sell the above described
of foreclosure,
7 Leaves
7:00 a. m properly to the highest and best bidder
of the United States,
lawful
(or
money
cash,
3 Leaves
7.00 a. m in accordance
with the course and practice
1
Leaves
3:40 p. m of the above entitled court.
The undersigned reserves the right to
9 Leaves
8:10 p. m
said
reject any and all bids and to adjourn
sale from time to time if it is deemed
Eastbound
10 Leaves
9:25 a. m advisable so to do.
New Mexico, this 17tb
Dated at Santa
2 Leaves
3:40 p. so day
of June, 1''16.
4 Leaves
8:10 p. m
ALBERT H. CLANCY,
8 Leaves
SPECIAL MASTER.
....8:10 p. m

cirare
PROFIT

IN

RAISING

TURKEYS

Farmers Are Cautioned to Give Marketing Problems More Attention-B- est
Bird for Breeding.

For

carefully turkny raising is likely to
ba very profitable. The demand la
tk)s country continues to Increase, apparently, faster than the supply. Farmers who go into the business, howeyer,
are cautioned to give the marketing
pretolem considerable attention in

in tbe turkey publications of the

No.

No.

3

9

signment of space from San
ta Fe.
Standard and Tourist Sleep
ers for Los Angeles and Sar.
Francisco. No connectior
south of Albuquerque.
Standard and Tourist Sleep
ers Kansas City, and Chicagr.
also through sleeper Trinidac
to Denver.

8

Standard Sleeper for Chica
go, also tourist and free chaii

car. Kegular assignment of
space from Santa Fe.
4
California Limited, passengers
for Kansas City and Chicago
only, except on Wednesday
Friday and Sunday, passen
gers will be carried for Den
ver, Colorado Springs anr
Pueblo.
8 Standard Sleeper and chait
car for Kansas City and Chi
cago. Regular assignment o'
space from Santa Fe.

Phone

42--

H. S. LUTZ, Agent

The Great American Bird.

Better send a thousand miles for a
lew male than to risk the chances of
Secure one in fall so
inftreeding.
as to be assured of his health and
vigor prior to the breeding season.

BETTER ATTENTON

EGGS

TO

They 8hould Be Uniform in Color and
Shape, and Regular in Size as
Far as Possible.

MASTER'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
Public notice is hereby given that I, the
undersigned Special Matter, by virtue of a
decree and judgement rendered in the District Court of the First Judicial District,
.State of New Mexico, in and for the County
of Santa Fe, on the 17th day of June, A. D.
1916, in a certain cause in said court pending, numbered 8615, Km ally M. Ransrfell and
and Charles Zandi, plaintiff!, vs. Aurealious
LaD.i-.so- r,
Sarah LaDasaor, his wife, Albert
H. Barndt and W. A. Brady, defendant 1,
will, on the 18th dav of September, A. D.
1''16, at the hour of 10 o'clock
A. M., at
the front door of the Court House In Santa
Fe, .Santa Fe County, New Mexico, offer
for sale and sell for cash in hand to the
highest and beat bidder, to satisfy the sum
of $1132.53, the plaintiffs' damages, with interest from June 17th, 1916, at the rate
of six per cent, per annum to the date
of sale, and also the costs of the Court
and the further costs of this advertisement
and sale, the following described real estate
and premises, with the improvements there-on- ,
situate, lying and being in the County
of Santa Fe, State of New Mexico, described
as follows,
The Northwest Quarter, the North
Half of the Southwest Quarter, the
Northwest Quarter of the Southeast
Quarter, ana the Southwest Quarter of
the Northeast Quarter of Section
Twenty-thre- e
(23) in Township Eleven
11) North of Range Eleven
(11). East,
New Mexico principal Meridian, con
taining 320 acres;
heing the same property mentioned and
in aaid decree and ordered sold
described
to satisfy said judpment.
The judgment aforesaid being rendered
upon a certain mortage dated the 6th day
of February, 1915, covering the above described real estate, given to plaintiffs by
Aurealious LaDassor and Sarah
his wife, to secure the payment of a promissory note for $1000.00, with interest at
6
per annum from February 6th, 1915, said
note and mortgage being the same sued

More attention should be paid to
eggs at all times and under all
This means that, they
should be uniform in color and shape
and regular In size as far as possible.
If they had more attention paid to
tfaom at our fairs and were brought
to the notice of tbe public and the
fanners in particular, much good
would come from it. Let us offer
good prizes for a display of eggs, say
not less than three dozen, and have it
stipulated that they be strictly fresh;
that no cold storage stock need apply
for the sake of selecting for size. If upon herein.
of June, A. D. 1916.
such a plan were carried out at a Dated this 27th dayJOHN
I. KENNEY
SPECIAL MASTER
number of our fairs for a few years
First Publication June 30
the selection of good eggs would get Last
Publication July 21
to be a science and would interest the
and
to
a
great degree,
poultry public
SPECIAL MASTER'S SALE
be of untold benefit to all of us, IN
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST
as
whether
producers or consumers of JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
NEW MEXICO WITHIN AND FOR THE
eggs.
COUNTY OF SANTA FE.
THE FIRST

GOOD POULTRY

FEED ADVICE

OF SANTA

v.

NATIONAL

BANK,

FE, a corporal ion,
Plaintiff,

No. 8597

K.

Is no economy

In feeding

fowls one kind of grain, for that compels them to eat more than they ought
In order to get a sufficient quantity of
food elements.
A large part of the egg Is water,
which shows the necessity of providing layers with an ample supply ot
pure clear water In fountains or dishes
wfaich are frequently disinfected.
A sluggish hen is never a good lay-The flock should be made to exer-otsby scratching for whole and
cracked grains in a deep litter ot clean
material and jumping for green food,
uch as a cabbage or mangels.
e.
e

Fattening Water Fowl.

the

By putting some care into

fat-

tening of water fowls the farmer's
wife will be able to realize more out
of them. She will be In shape to
orders for fine table water fowi;
and once her name Is established she
will have more orders for them than
he can fill.
Drafts Mean Roup.
draft In the poultry house meant
reap in the flock. Prevention la the
beat method and much cheaper than
the core.

Thf- -

ft
of S.

CWUIES

'.'

..bebs or

..id
RELIEVES

in

s

v.

(MIDYJ

24 HttT.S the
same diseases with"
out inconvenience.
J?tfft by all rfrprrnrf.

Excellent Restaurant, Local and Long

Dis-

Heat

tance Telephone, Electric Lights, Steam

Hot

Rooms by the month from $12.50 up.
and Cold Running Water.

All in excess of the above at 4c per K. W.
Special Ratet for Coking.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Capital Coal Yard

poooocoooooooocoooooooooooooooeoooooooocoooooooooocoa

Cut Flowers.
Potted Flowers and Shrubs

SWASTIKA COAL, CERRILLOS COAl.. ALL KINDS STEAIf
COAL; MADRID, N. M., ANTHRACITE COAL. MADMfc
SMITHING COAL, CORD ArO SAWXD WOOD,

CLARENDON GARDEN

KiNuesaa

factory

Phoac

R. V. Boyle, Manager

PWom CS Mais

Near A. T. & S. F. Depot

DECEASED, AND A. B. RENEIIAN,
OF THE ESTATE
ADMINISTRATOR
MATILDA COXE STEVENSON,
DECEASED.

OF

Defendants.

Under and by virtue of an order of sale
and decree of foreclosure issued out of the
District Cou't of the First Judicial Dis
trict of the State of New Mexico, within
and for the County of Santa Fe, on the
19th day of May, FJI6, in the above entitled
action, wherein The First National Bank,
of Santa Fe, a corporation, obtained a judgment against the said defendants, (Mrs.)
Georgte E. Patterson (Mrs.) Nina E. Zevely,
Marion
KefloRg,
(Mrs,)
(Mrs.) Bettie
Kefouver and Richard Evans, heirs of Alatil
da Coxe Stevenson, deceased, for the sum
of three thousand one hundred twenty-tw0
and
Dollars and interest
($3,132.34)
thereon from the date of such decree at
the rate of eight
per cent, per annum
until paid, together with all accruing costs
and expenses hereunder, and a decree ot
foreclosure
and order of sale of the lands
and real estate in said judgment described,
and a deficiency judgment against the said
A. B. Renehan, Administrator of the Estate
of Matilda Coxe Stevenson, deceased, in case
the proceeds arising from the sale of said
premises are insufficient to pay the amount
of said judgment, with interest to the date
of sale, costs and expenses, 1 am appointed
a Special Master in Chancery and am commanded to sell at public auction at the
south front door of the County Court House
in the City of Santa Fe, State of New
Mexico, in the manner prescribed by law,
to the highest bidder for cash, and in accordance with the course and practice of
this court, the following described land and
real estate situate in the County of Santa
Fe and State of New Mexico:

(8)

Beginning at the Northwest

corner

is

ooooooooeoooooooooooocoeoooooooDoocoooo&ooeoooooaooeo

Deputy

Sucassor te O.

(SEAL)

Dated this 6th day of July, 1916.
First Publication July 7, 1916.
Last Publication July 21, 1916.
..NOTICE OF BOND ISSUE
BY
THE

AND SALfc...

VILLAGE OF SANTA ROSA.
NEW MEXICO
GUADALUPE
COUNTY,

Vmtl.IC NOTICE IS IIKRFHY CIVEN
tint tbf Board of Trustees f tin- Village andof
SatiUt linsii. in th" enmity ' (.ua'talupc
intends to issue, negoof Niw Mexii-ost.
tiate .mil sell the negotiable emipnn bonds of
s.nd Village in tlu amount of Fifteen Thousol
and Dollar
$l.VHm.()U), for the purpose
securing funds for the purchase, construction, imprnvenr nt and extension of a system
for supplying water for said village of Santa
Rosa.
S.ikI bonds will bear dale July 1, 1916, will
be absolutely due and payable without option of prior redemption twenty (0) years
after date, and bearing interest at the rate
of six per rentum
(6) per annum, payable
and consisting of thirty (30)
bonds in the denomination of five hundred
dollars (500 00) rath, said bonds, principal and
interest, being payable at the banking house
of Kountze Brothers, in the city ol New York.
V. S. A.
The Hoard of Trusters of said Village ol
Santa Rosa, New Mexico, invites bidder for
said bonds, and all bids shall be sent to the
r'erlc of the said Village at Santa Rosa, New
Mexico, on or before the 17th day of July, A.
D. VH6. The said board reserves the right
to reject any and all bids offered.
No conditional bids for said bonds will bt
considered, and bidders must first satisfy
said Board of Trustees of their ability to
take up and pay for said bonds within ten
days after the date of sale, before their bids
will be considered.
All bids arc to be accompanied by an unconditional certified check- for ten per cent
of said bond issue, which check is to be for
feited in case said bidders refuse to compl)
with the terms of this advertisement.
The bonds will be sold for cash to the high
est and best bidder, in no case for less thar.
par and accrued interest to date of delivery
by the Village Treasurer, under the gener
al supervision of the Board of Trustees o'
said

Village.

TRUSTEES

THE BOARD--OOF THE VILLAGE

OF SANTA ROSA
NEW MEXICO
By GEO. II. SMITH, JR.
Mayor.

(SEAL)
ATTEST:
J. A. BAZAN,
Village

Clerk.

First Publication June
Last Publication July

16, 1916.
7, 1916.

NOTICE
State of New Mexico, County of Santa Fe
ss.

In Th

Probate Court.

NOTICE.
of

Proof of Will of Walter M. Taber, de
ceased.
TO ALL TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Noliie is hTt-hrjven that there hat
been filed in the office of the undersigned
Clerk of Santa Fe County, Stale of New

Clerk of the Probate
an instrument it
County,
writing, purporting to be the last will ana
testament ot Walter M. Taber, deceased, late
of the County of Santa Fe. State of New
Mexico, that I) v order of the Probate Juditr
jof said Probate Court the date for proving
said will lias been tixeu lor July LJ, iyjb
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of said day
the same being an adjourned July term o
said proliate court.
Witness my hand and the seal of sulci
court this loth., day of June, 1916.
(SEAL)
A. OKI 1., I
,1
DEPUTY.
By V. I. ALARID
First Publication June Id l!'lo.
Mexico, and
Court
of said

Last Publication June

30

BONDS AND LOANS.

& GO.

ALARID

1,J16.

FOR

PUBLICATION.
.Ui;NTV OV
STATIi OJ- M-MhMU)
SAM' A J'E IS Til K JJiSl'IitCT COUKT
No.
Cause
liKI.Lfc: iURSHA,

riaiimff,

VS.
KOSS, ct al.,

N ML Lib.

iJtftiulaiit a.
To Nellie Koss, inrmcrly Mrs. J. H. Ilwl
David
Sadie Irene Holme s, Edr
Ross,
Hies,
'1 lie
wirj iicUrd iiuiinca, Jauic liuitiic,
il
ui
Jaint s iloltiu-s- ,
Unknown
lie Unkuown hriri ol
he Oe dcccitscti,
S. R. Ilindslt y, tirrratrd. And All Otlier Unknown
Owners and Claimants ot interest! in
and to the I'rtmiscs hi'rein.ifter described adverse to the plaintiff:- You and each of you are hereby notified that the above entitled cause, wherein Belle Forsha it plaintiff, and Nellie Koss,
formerly Mrs. J. li. Holmes, David Koss,
Sadie Irene Holmes, Edward Richard HolThe unknown heirs
mes, James Holmes,
the
of Tames Holmes, if he be deceased,
deceased and
unkuowu heirs cf S. R. Hind-leall other Unknown Owners and Claimants
in the nrcmiaes hereinafter described ad
verse to the plaintiff are defendants, has
been commenced and is now pending m
the District Court of Santa Fe County,
New Mexico, the object of said cause being
to quiet the title of the plaintiff in and
to the following described real estate and
lying and r being in thel
premises
... 01r situate,
t.-f- e
oania rc, oiaic ui new k
vuuuiy
and more particularly described as follows;-Tha- t
certain lot or parcel of land
situate in Precinct Number Four (4),
in the City of Santa Fe, County of
Santa Fe and State of New Mexico,
and which is bounded on the INoith
by property, now or formerly, of
Mra. Jennie Lowitzkt, deceased ; on
the East by Guadalupe Street; on
the South by property, now or formerly, of The Capital Coal ofYard and
the Aton the West by property
chison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad
Company, and measuring from North
f
to South eighty ae ven and
tf7J4) feet, and from Fast to West
on the North side One Hundred Seventy-Ff
our
and
(174,) feet, and
from East to West on the South
feet
Side One Hundred Eighty-nin- e
(189).
Being and intended to be the
same premises described in that certain quitclaim deed executed by the
City of Santa Fe, a municipal corporation, in favor of Julia Williams,
under date of June 3rd, 1911, and
which was duly filed for record on
the 3rd day of July, A. D. 1911, and
"
at page 232 of
recorded in Book
of Santa Fe
the Records of
County, New Mexico;
And you are further notified that unless you enter or cause to be entered your
appearance in aaid cause on or before the
15th day of August, A. D. 1916, judgment
ill he taken against you and
by default
decree pro confesso entered in said cause.
F.. R. Wriirht, whose
post of i ice address is
Santa Fe, New Mexico., is attorney for plaintiff in said cause.

an iron post marked T. 19 N. K.
8 E S. 5, P. C 130 P. C. 131; thence
n
south 28 S3' west 289 feet to
No. 2; thence south 3S 16 west 322
feet to station No. 3; thence north
52" 16
west 193 feet and five tenths
to station No. 4; thence south 40 34'
west 191.5 feet to- station No. 5;
thence south 12 48- west 350.5 feet to
station No. 6; thence south 53" 13'
east 297.5 feet to station No. 7; thence
south 53 411 east 340 feet - to station
No. 8. thence south 74" 19- east 225 5
feet to
station No. 9; thence south
82 56- - east 417. 5 feet to station No
10; thence north 27' 15' east 185 feet
to station No. 11; thence north 88'
31' east 40. 5 feet to station No. 12.
thence north 42" 44' east 65 feet to
station No. 13; thence north 43 21
east 190 feet to station No. 14; thence
north 22 42" east 82.2 feet to station
M. A. ORTIZ
No. 15; thence north 5" 2' east 25
Cleric
feet to station No. 16; thence north
5" 58' east 214 feet to station No. 17.
by Frank Staplin
thence north 15" 28' east 868.5 feet tc
Deputy.
station No. 18; thence north 26 29' First Publication June 30 1916.
east 240 feet to station No. 19; thence Last Publication July 2C 1916.

sir.

C. A. BISHOP

County Clerk,

I.

SURETY

REAL ESTATE,

INSURANCE,

M. A.

By V.

NOTICE

PATTERSON"
CEORGIE
Poor Economy to Give Fowls but One (MRS.)
(MRS.) NINA IC. ZEVEI.Y, (MRS.)
BETTIE KELI.OOO, (MRS.) MARION
Kind of Grain Make Them ExKEFOUVER AND RICHARD EVANS,
ercise by Scratching.
HEIRS OF MATILDA (ONE STEVENSON,

There

CATRON,
for Plaintiff,
New Mexico.

European Plan

Pc

No. 10

No.

ft

Attorneys
Santa Fe,
First Publication June 23 1916.
Last Publication July 14 1916.
-9
LEGAL NOTICE.
In Tb Probate Court County Of Santa Fe,
7
State Ol New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that an instruoteat
3 California
Limited, Carrie? in writing which purports to be the last
will
and testament of F.mil Uhlfclder, delocal passenrers for Albs
ceased, has this day been filed in the office
Grinc of
Williams,
querque,
the County Clerk of the County of Santa
Canyon, Los Angeles, Sat Fe, State of New Mexico.
M. A. ORTIZ,
Francisco.
Diego and San
1
I, County Clerk of the said County
Standard and Tourist sleeperi otNow
of New Mexico hereby
State
Santa Fe,
for Los Angeles.
El
fix pnd appoint Monday,
tlie 7th Hay ol
on
The
tram.
this
D.
A.
1916,
at 10 o'clock is the
sleeper
August,
of the County
for Belet forenoon at the Court House
only connection
Cut-Of- f.
Fe, in the City of Santa Fe, State
Pecos Valley ane of Santa
of New Mexico, as the time and place for
West Texas.
Regular as the proving of the said will.
ORTIZ
7

10--

e.

Arriving in Santa Fe
9:00 a. m
Arrives
11:50 a. m
Arrives
5:45 p. so
Arrives
11:20 p. m
Arrives
Carries coach only for Alba
querque, and west

CATRON

HOTEL De VARGAS

aoo K. W. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. sc per K. W.

!,

thoBe who conduct the business

TMted Bt&tes department of agricai-tsre- ,
which is Farmers' Bulletin No,
following rules for selectlnf
2(, the for
breeding are giyen:
turkeys
First Always use as breeders
turkey hens over one year oH. Be
sure they are strong, healthy, and
rigorous, and of good medium else. In
no instance select the smaller ones.
Do not strive to have them unnaturally large.
Second The male may be a yearling or older. Do not imagine that
large, overgrown males aru best.
Strength, health, and igor, with
medium size, are the
main points of excellence.
Third Avoid close breeding. New
blood is of vital Importance to turkeys.

Power Rate

110

C Watson

FREE AUTO BUS

A Co.

Sant

San Francisco Street

MEETS ALL TRAINS

Fa, New Mexice

STOP

aeoeooosoosoaccoosoecGoeoseaoeeaaocaccacecooooocaoox
State of New Mexico.
Sale W, SFSE'4 Sec. 22, N'iNWJi Sec.
K., containing 120 acres.
2d, T. J2N., K.
NUMCb
PUbLIt A I ION
'There are no improvements on tins land.
.,.,,
PUIiLIC LAND SALE
Sec.
Sec. 1, NilNlVX
Sa,.
HI.
See. 11, S' ,S' , Sec. 12, T. 31N.,
I'NION COUNTY
K.
UK
,
SNV
OHice
,h. Commissioner o. Puhlic Land..;
Santa Fe, New Mexico, June 9, 1916. Sec. 27. T. 32N., K. J.'K. containing 1II
Notice is hereby Hiven that pursuant to' acres. There arc no improvements on tins
the provisions of an Act of Congress, ap- - land.
proved June 20, 1910, the laws of the State;
Sa,, n SWSE'i, N'lSEtf, SF'4SWH
and the rules and rcgula-- ; c,,. 4 NW'JSWSi
of New Mexico,
Sc. 5, T. 25N., K. 2Sh
Hons of the Slate Land Office, the C'oniinis!lt.n,',in(, jm jeres. There arc no improve1
ubhc
offer
at
sioner of I'ublie Lands will
on
,j,jg
m,.nl
an,t
.
Sale, to the highest bidder al 10 o'clock,
,,IVWI, kvvi'MWH Sec 14
--

!AJfe

Wiori; 'ir

f'-K-

ri tip p,

A

c74

HOTEL ENDORSED DY
V. W. C. A.
WOMEN'S
REST TOURS

1 li
Tli
ilB mSS
1

WND

lfjfflCAFE
CONHECTION

NOBTHCHN
I HANK

HILL

MOTF

L

CO.. PROP.

L

'

Mfja

c0

PEH

day

up

Fours, Sixes, Knight's and "Baby" Overlands
's Garage
See them at Clo

Si

M

4i

F. COOML

"

v'v(a

si

UTOMOBILES

.rlt,

Sr..

;,4

NEJIady

OVERLAND

i'

VtuSWU.

I,

s

the

j

a,
V. V
I.
4, All
41737 ..'"V.,,
iY
' kil
K'lo:
74. '7
nee. o,
SKUSKIi.
Lots o,
r.;'j
nyi cec. ,j, n
Sec. 24, I 27N., K.
By,
NE!4NW!4, N,NL!4 Sec. 7, r:',Nr.tf, SW
All
8.1
Sec.
of
Sec.
9,
Sec.
NW'4. NWJ4NWS4
NEK, S14NWJ4, NKKSWM. NW! SE;i
Sec. 10.
EUSWtf SW!4NW!4, NWMSWJ4,
8, EJ4NKK, SWtfNE',,
NW,
1
17,
Lot
Sec.
Ssc
16,
N
All
Sec.
V.y,V.Vt
of
S.c. y NWHNKfc. NjiNW'M, SWUNWX,
Sec. 19. SUN'A Sec
18.
S'AS'A. SEMNKSi
SW'i, SW'AtV4 ec. 1U. ;T'jcr.:'4,
SW'aSWVi 20. All of Sec. 21, T. 27N, R. 33E., contain
SWJ4 Sec. 11, NJ4NEJ1
3J.17.71
There arc no improve
acres.
Sec 12. SEViNEU, KMSKI4. SV'iSEJi, NW!4,ing
S
11
'"'4, NE4; incuts on this land.
N'''.NK'4,
NW',i vec
' 3'. .
Sec. K
Sec.
II.
AH
Sec'.
14,'
N'oNWtf. NE'4
of
S.
)'.
NNWJa
NWt.
,
r.y
Sec. 16, SW, 8ENKX, N ..m ... SWy4SE'd 8bJ Sec, in, Lots 1, 2, 4,
64U
no
are
There
acres,
S
'
18
improvements
i
17. SKV.NK',1 Sec.
s land.
Al
Sec
-'
,,:
Sec.
2'.
NW
NK.
Lots 3, 4. S'NWJ4, S1, Sec. 2,
,s-.'
l
..
N'4.M-:-4. All of
JW)j, K.NWXNWX Sec 13,107V.1J
SW!a Sec1".
.
v
N'-34E., containing
26N.,
,
N,NWM. SviSESA Sec.
l ne
Nl
See. 27,
S
Sec. 26, N'-improvements on tins lanu con
'
$125.00.
value
K.
fencing,
li
2K. All ol Sec. 36, T. 25N.,
S;.. SS
W8,
Lois 1, 2, EV,NW'4, SWJ4NEX,
Sec. K, All of Sec. 16, SWWNfcv
VI.
Lot
ec.
N'AUE'A,
1,
Sec. 17, Ut
W'SK'. fWia
N- 34h- - contain-SWJa- ,
s'1SKNW!4, S,NE4, NWMtUM, EJteW4.
s.
7J94B
no
acr.
are
There
SI'-!iniprovcif ents
K,VN4, .nwx
.syi,
i.'i Sec.
All of ,u'i tins land.
lt
,3o . TV'4 rei . iAl.
"10
30. Lots
Sec 20
NkU n.SFiI SWVSKM'T- - 27N- - R- - M-'- containing 126. W acres
19 h
land.
on
no
tins
are
There
"KAwS
improvement,
.
Sec. 31, W'ANW,, SE!4, Sh'4M:A,
S- -e
.11
T
KVWiVU
Sec 9.
eomiimnV' 121) ac
K
Sec, .12, T. 25N...R. 32E.. S
The.e
nw-..Ws1?."no improvements
land.
3K'W on
.
this
are
.
.... .
n ot
i.i. nrVA
wii w 'i
swi. niAH
of
.Sec.
15.
NF..4SF.J4
SKMNWX.
W'SEsi Sec. , N
SKJ4
Sec. m,
Sees. 16, 21, WNJJ, &!J see. iz.
Sec. 15, NENEtf
Sec. 21, '
SK, W,NWi4
Sec. 24
Sec. 23, N
Sec. 22, T. 25N.
SKJ,
Y'tYM.
N54SK!.
NNWU,
KC. A
' M. 32 E , containing l')20 acres. There are
V.VthY'A,
of Sees. 26, 71, N6. N'SSKU. .hMSJ-X.- !
on this land.
,
NSWJ4 Sec. 2, Wa, SE'4.
s improvement,
wy Wy,E', Sec. 33, T. 24N.,
.Li!
.SEXNEX, SW..NWX .
h . jlj E. , con t ai n i n g 4 W) acres.
There arV
ti
iM nn improvements on this land.
Sec. 34,
W',SI-.'4SF'iSI'i-- i
SJ'4.
2'N-All of Sec .16
.'.5,
SWM
Sale 4(13, W'i, NM Sec. 18, T. 26N , R.
Lot 1, kUNWH,
16,
loF., All of c.
JEii c,mtaitml(? 4S8.08 acres. The improve
NEW. SK'4 Sec. 11, S',S"i , See. 211, hiS'
s
,hla .in,s consist of fencing value
OYj.i-f.irr.
$KI).(J
NWMVi ,vr. ai, SE'4SEVJ.
SF'i
4,
3,
4(M
FW',
Sale
o'EgNF.!.,
.'., SV4 Sec. 2, Y.",. MVKHWH
Krl- - in All of Sees. 31, .12 3J, S'NWtf. NWX'
SEI4SWJ4 Sec. 3, NW!4NE!4, SE',
T. 26N. K. 3IE. Lots 1,2,3,4 N',SW'4,
N WX.SWX
NEK-SEJSec. 1,
NKS4.
SW)
Sec NE.
SWWSE'4.
SESE
Sec. Ill, NE!4
SWI4NWI4
SW!.
I. Lots 1. 2, 3. 4, SW'4NE!i. SK-- Wtf.SW'iY
NEJ4SWJ4
NW!4, SE!4NWX,
N),SE)4,
12.!
E'OSI-.WSVV!4SE!4 Sec. 2. S'iS'i Sec.
Sec 11, T. 26.., K. .WE., containing 1716.21
SWUSWW.
Si
vi. v..-s'I'lit re are no improvements on this
S.c. 24. T. 24N.. . K. 31E.,
11,
Kh'iSK'A,
SL
NW',4. W!,M-.No hid will he accepted for less than Five
tiSll'il Sec. 1. All
"1 Sec. 1.1. T 26.V,
See. 12,
N'L'i, S'
ll'illat (SS.llitj per acre, which is the appraised
K
y.E..' Lois 2, .', 4, E'.SW'X Sec. 7, All value thereof.
of See. 17 Lots 1. 2. .1. 4, E'vNWja. KMSWX.
Sale 41)5,
V'4SE4 Sec 32. T. JO., R
Lois
See. 18,
E' SF'i. SW!SEM
There are no
"E.. containiiig W) acres.
211,
4
All
ol
Sec.
Sec.
s
l'l,
ininrov'-inenon tins lam!
No hid
V'Wi,y''i
ShH, 1?
tins land will be accepted for less than
V;, NSK;4, SW4
T.
3"h.,
SW',4 Sec.
IMIars (Sl(UKi) p.-- aire, which is thf
Sec. 6,
I. SWV4.
SF..
pr;isf,,i v;,,1(, thrrrof.
5.' Sale
4.
1..
SRH
S"..Mi. K' ,SV!4. K'.SKtf
No. 4f,. NKJ4, SW'A,
.
.
18. NWU. SK4.
All of
7, W'i, SK'4
1; SEJ4 Sc. 2; T. 2.W., R. 35E;
V.
Sec.
1",
rec. 7; T. 2iS.,
N"M I4. SW!4NK!-4Scc,
6;
SK(
K.
3JI...
R
cimtainmg 6,6 47 aT. s. R
A, f)f S(?c 3(
are no improvement un this land.
The improvements;
cont;iininK 2044.35 acres.
of
a
on
K.
lands
consist
thrse
well,
windmill,
2.yK.,
St
c. 36, T. ZN.,
S.ilc ,170, All "f
6. T. 2lN.,;and
3.
fencing, value, 5725.0(1. No bid will be
l.'.t
4, S, SK4.W!4
Sm. 1, accfpted for less than $5.(10 per acre which;
li. "K , Luis 1, .'. SSNR'.i. Si
1.1. M I. 2, 3. 4,
SKUNKW, S SNW'4. SW4. is the appraised value thereof.
i
Lots 1, 2. 3, '('lie al .ve .ile
Sri
N
lan.ls will be subject
SI'4SF,-S' A' W'i. SK',4, !'.;SW'.4. NV4 to the fi.Howinir terms ami condHion, viz '
i, Smust jay to thf,
SW!i Stc. 3. KjiNK'i S. e. Kl. AM .f Sees. The Mir.-- ssml bir.l.-Sec. t.Himif.sintiiT of I'uldic l.ants, or
N".-N' .Si;;4, SLJ4SK'4
his agent.
12.
13,
11,
S e. 24, T. 24N.,; li,,!.Ui.t' such sale,
of the prices
";. SKtf. N'sW-It,
tti'-hn land,!
i vcly
There are
f.ir
k. 2fK., containnik' 5.55fi,4"
by
r- - tit
4 pi-iiitcn st in ad am e f.r the balancr
tic Miiproveni' iil s on this hind.
fn-h
the
su
"f
H.
2f
A
(or,
2'K.,
purrha
ile 371 S'5 Sr. 6. T.
and all costs
3U,A7 m res. There aic n
improve- - adv. rtistng and apprais.-niii.and
eaeh
the
sale
to
and;
land.
tnrnts on tins
all of saul amounts, must be deposited ic
Stl- - 372,
WXShli Ser. ft. T. 26N.,!c,i,h or certified ex.hange at the time ot
Sec 31, T. 27N , R. 2JK con-anR.
which said amounts and all of
SV,
to the State
taining 554.73 acres. There are no improve- th. m are subject to foru-iturbidders
of New Mcxiro if the successful
ments on this land,
vvr-n- t
a
urillitn thirt
I.I." n.
"
hi
V,
"C,
Sal,
SW!4MV4;
E..K!iNW'4,
th,m
ec. .
"yj-l'-.he State Land Office, said contract to
R. 29R.. containini? 678.15 aires,
provide for the payment of the balance ot
no improvement un this iani.
the
prices ot said tracts oi lano
Sale 37t, S,.SVSN!4 Sec. 1H, T. 2hN., R. 29E., n purcnaseu
thirty equal, annual installments, with
im477.KU
no
are
There
acres.
containing
on all deferred payments at thf
interests
provements on this land.
of four per cent per annum, in advance
Sec, 19, rate
Sale 35, N'4, SWJ4, W'ISEU
payments and interest due on October 1st
Sec. 30, T. 26.N.. R. of
WJ4. NWJ4NFJ4
each
and such other conditions,
754.32
2VE , containing
acre. There are obligations,year,
reservations and terms as may
no improvements on this land.
be required by law.
NEHSWtf.
Sale 376. IStf, N',SF-!4- ,
herein
Eaeh of the trarts as described
E.P
Sec. 13, T. 25N., R.
containing 4S0 will be offered separately.
acres. There are no improvements on thi
The Commissioner of Public Lands of New
land.
Mexico, or his agent holding such sate,
Sec. IS. T. 25N., R. 31E., con reserves the right to reject any and
Sale 377. S
are
no
322.46
offered at said sale. Possession under
bids
acres.
There
improvetaming
contracts of. sale for the above described
ments on thi land.
will be given on or before October
tracts
K'-Jof
All
18,
Sees,
Sec.
SW'4
Sale 17.
Sec. 30, T. 24N., R. 29E., contain- - 1. 1916.
19. 3). Wi
no improve- kubi. r. CKVltn,
are
There
arres.
2,054.62
ing
j
Commissioner of Public Lands, State
ments on thi land.
of New Mexico.
Sale 379, K'A Sec. 20, SW'NWJ.
c.
First Publication June 16, 116.
21, T. 24N.. R. 30E., containing 440 acres.
Last Publication Sept. 8, 1916.
There are no improvements on this land.
Sale 380, NVSNtf Sec. 12, T. 24N., R. 31E.,
;
containing 160 acre. There are no improve
ments on thit Jana.
Sale 381. SENEtf, NSF.K. E,SWj Sec.
5. T. 24 X., K. 31E.t containing 200 acres,
Thrr- - are no improvements on this land.
Sec 1. T. 36N., K. 32E..
Sale 382, NE
The improvement
containing 159.JH acre.
on this land consist of fencing, value $120.00.
Sec. 32, T.
Sale 3H3, StfNEX. KENE
28N., R. 29E
Containing 1J0 acre. There
are no improvements on this land.
Sec. 8, SFM
Sale 384, Sv4, NW, StfNE
SWJ4 Sec 5, T. 30.f. R. 2E.f containing
10
acre. There are no improvement on
thi land.
Sale 385,
NESEJl Sec 15, T.
30N, R. 31 E, Wi'.SWH Sec. 9, T. 30N., K.
There are no
ViE. containing 200 acres.
improvements on this land.
Sec. 17,
Sale 386, SWjijXE, NESW
acre. There
T, 31X., R. 3oE., containing
are no improvements on this land.
Sec 19. T. 31N., R.
Sale 37, SF.lNWtf
30E., containing 40 acres. There are no
on thi land.
Sale 3?,
NESKM
S-- c
22,
WXEH Sec 23, WvW H.
SESiSWM
Sec 2S, SySNEK, S'4SWj, SE'4
Ol

SE,

k5ANGELESjti

'

on tins
Slate of New Mexico, in front of the court V "
Sec. 2.'. T.
Sec. 24, NEJ
Sale 39.1, N
house therein, the lolloping described tracts
'1 here
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LEO HERSCH
Sola Agent, for INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Alfalfa Seed, All Kinds of Flowers, Garden and Field Seeds in
Bulk and Package.

Telephones
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torn away that "ocean bulwark," behind which
we have so long hidden and which we have bePublish! by
lieved furnished absolute protection.
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
We have now to reckon with a new style of
Editor
FRANK STAPH N
Managing
fiie.
It will be possible for a foreign enemy
Editor
J. WIGHT G1DDINGS
hundreds
of great submarines
to dispatch
Atlantic
the
the
and
across
second-clasPacific, apjiearing
s
matter at the post office at
Entered as
Santa Fe, New Mexico, under the Act of March suddenly on our shores without warning but
3 1879-'capable of terrible destruction .

boast of wealth derived from the devastation
of Europe, and the merciles slaughter of our
fellowmen, was solemnly impressive.
War is ever the source of transitory prosperity, not only among neutrals but among the
fighting nations themselves.
Put after the war, what?
What of the day, when Europe, facing ruin
will look with envious eyes upon the wealth
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in the Supreme Court Chamber on
Attest
the morning of August 23rd, at ten
Jose D. Sena, Secy.
o'clock for the purpose of preparing N. B
The State Corporation
the temporary roll of the convention
announces an open passenger
and passing) on contests, if any may rate on alt railroads of one fare aad
exist.
a third for the round trip from all
Done at Santa Fe, July 1st, 1916.
points in New Mexico to and froas:
Santa Fe for dates covering this ConC.
Ralph
Ely.

on

For Republican

State Convention

Chairman.

vention,

j
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I .
I3Y ORDER of the Republican Slate
1171
11
W Here SIKMI we
passed me viignua capes wc Have accumulated Here '.
Central
Committee a delegate conIt came into look in that time of industrial peril?
uid wa- - not even susjHTtcd.
vention
of the Republican Party of
FRIDAY JULY, 14. 1916.
Shall our country's industries be left then to
port unheralded and unbelicvcd by the offi-- j
the State of New Mexico, is here- Iilie ue:,Lrials of lliis I'ountrv.
who
of fmnnmip
by called to meet in the city of Santa
,
i
li recalls " Twenty 1 honsand Leagues I nder. would ruthlessly
sacrifice interests to their
rHE ISSUES TO BE MET
Fe, on the 2.1rd day of August, A. D.,
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, 4 ......
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The course
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leie-te- d
h
and
when
be
Verne
in
in
battle
believe
Jules
who
the
to
men
confided
the
be
)(.
to
people
night,
sceptical
to
protect
issues
of said day, for the purpose of placing
:gave that storv life.
are being lined up.
ing them from calamitous and voracious com in nomination the following Congres
So one regarded it as other than a thing of petition, which will be even more greedy and'sionai, judicial and State officers, to
The 1 'emoer.it ic position was clearlv outlined,
5n the ncrs. .nallv conducted convention at St. fancy and otic that could never become real, ivancious than it was in otner times, uerore wt.
few years this under-sea- !
the need forced by the devastation of war, 3 Candidates for Presidential Electors
Louis and the ci v of the campaign will be a uid yet after thc-.esse!
has
a
come
our
to
ports genuine reality. presses so heavily upon the nations now cnga- - 1 Candidate for United States Senapaen of praise for the president and the slogan,!
tor for a term of six years.
'o wonder that Captain Cocke on board anVVl
he has kept n out
Wib
Traise God
mcrican vessel called "What craft is that",
It is not mere campaign talk that war in Candidate for Representative in the
of war".
65th Conpress of the United States.
This is n, a difficult position to meet and as the strange marine curiosity showed itself Europe has brought to this country a false
Candidate for Justice of tre Supreme
not a hard otic to overcome as; the people have for the first time; or that he responded "The' prosperity which is hut evanescent and that Court for the term of
eight years.
Ilis'e-.-ilvanish when the world is once more giv-hi- s
had the lesson .,t" Wil-oiiperformances and devil!" when the answer was that it was
Candidate for Governor.
under-wate- r
German
liner, the! jug heed to economical affairs rather than t
Majesty's
wicillatiug
Candidate lor Lieutenant Governor.
cutchland.
'I he contentful as hi the peace we have had
d;m;ditcr.
Candidate for Secretary of State.
"( )nt of
Germany has surprised the world with a' Tbi i one of the issues that must be ni'i.
will !,e ;, et b- - the pr..ling
Candidate for State Auditor.
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remarkable accomplishment.
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POLITICS AND THE SCHOOLS

Candidate
Candidate

for State Treasurer.
'or Attorney General.
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Candidate for Superintendent
evident that the 'liitid- Public Instruction.
Stale Supcrintcn lent White certainly
du- this
issue
American
neonle
tell
are
il
to
turned
that
will
yea
'1 Candidate for Commissioner of Pub- nierican i,a;y has eicd r- -n up a mare nes w hen he took ion him o d flint tliev are wcarv of fictitious uro-ii.iti' tins i:n;e tinthe direction of the action of the teacher-- '
t)x.v know cannot last. It mean a;,ic ,i,mlf
Cr.e Mexican city : tli.it a portion ..f the C. S.;-'-bach lor a term oi two years.
armv is at the present tune in Mexico; tbat"" the state relative to an expression of choice! r,., in, to Republican rule.
1 Candidate
for Corporation Commi'-- I
lM
NATIONAL.
PAKK.
)Et)UOI
o
fine office now held by Prof. White himself,
more Amen, mi- - have been killed by the bandits
six
of
sioner
for
term
the
HE
years.
NOT SO CRUEL
Sequoia National park is the lower ones of which swept tlie.
over the border than u ere lain during the v.o:, ,m a M.litical ticket and after a bitter p.li- twenty four years old, yet, ground. Like the young trees of toand for the transaction of such other
of
habit
It
and
has
been
the
custom
Pc:d
liuht.
many
,. i '(i..I .......
eat of the Hockles, It is day, the ancient sequoia and the
,,,; ,i,-,- ,),. Anierie.-- fla.r
n ill
business as may come before the said.
Yellowstone clump of trees of similar age which
scarcely known.
that
and
to
the
berate
come-to
latest
from
The
corporations
argue
'
retribution
accorded;1
protest
and
insulted
tu.
lias been
and Yosemite are the only grew close to It must have been a
convention.
wo names which the enormous
tliev!
charming adornment of the landscape.
our boundaries haw been crossed time and, dent, of County Schools for F.ddy county, V thev have no soul and no mercy; that
The several Counties of the state
of easterners think of when na- By the time of Marathon the treea
,
ml
enchance
their
down
onlv
labor
to
too,.-unit to me gciici.u jcci- ou.u K,
time again by Mexican troops in arms; tliat--.o.v,.,wi) )u, imhctl to representation, in ional parks are mentioned. Never- had lost the hard, sharp lines ot
.1
.
... .1.1
11
f .t
heless, Sequoia is, perhaps, In point youth, and were thoroughly mature.
is.,i(1 fonvtntion as follows:
American towns have been attacked and Ame- - mg mat tne teacners ot tne state nave a nni,wu wcanu .mu
)f average beauty, the superior of all
The lower branches had disappeared,
But now and then the other side appears andjconnty
Delegates. It was dear to the heart of John up to a height of a hundred feet or
rican soldiers and civilians have been killed and unbridled right to give expression to their
It is increasingly
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Muir, father of Xutional parks, and
Chief fJeoEianher n
It. M;o'slmll.
w, knows them all as no other man
14 iiiows them, having surveyed or tra- 2 '""'sed them in person, has declared
n print that it possesses beauty as
13
Croat as all others combined.
It Is par excellence the campinc-ou- t
6 park, as some day will be discovered.

the corporations show that, without ostenta- - Bernalillo
tim and bluster and loud noise, they are more C"avvs
Colfax
!
human than some ot tlie very individuals wno r..rrv
O'l-'iDona Ana
1
malign them.
I'he Atchison, Topeka and Santa I"e railroad! Eddy
Grant
one of the largest of the country's
we brought traiupulity and peace to a country the institute, but at the meeting of the county comnanv.
'
Guadalupe
teachers' association held afterward.
cor)orations has just given evidence of thisij.n
overridden with anarchy and tyranny.
Luna
thing.
They are giving expression to their indi-jveJIa.s Wilson kept ns out ..f war with Europe?!
within
received
in- circular
a
inline
to
choice
vidual
as
accorded
a
the(McKmky
without
war
right
that
every
into
us
lie could not have got
Mora
dividual in the state.
past week by the railroad officials of this cor- - Otero
having been guilty of impeachment charges
No one is more interested in having a com-- ! poration, in the various cities of the west, it Quay
We are not the only nation in the western hem
Ml the South I'ctcnt official in the chair of the chief of the, is given out that the railroad company will Rio Am,
isnhere that has kept nit f it
Roosevelt
American nations have escaped its horrors as school bureau, than the teachers themselves, pay benefits to the families ot employes dying,
"s.i it li v.! i
its
in
he
should
service.
no
abridgement of theirj
well asoursehes. Why is Mr. Wilson entitled '"'l
Ijjjrra
:
.11 ......
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.
irine aunounc emcm is ,,s i
neutral
San Mi(,,,cl
are
here
nations ngnts.
to especial credit?
the
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F
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It
a
not
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involved,!
company
I,
"Beginning July
question
politics
in luiroiie which have not become
any sense,
,
.
c .... i
.
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J
sucn
as
or
to
sucli
pay to
party
parties
when their l.rotiin.iuit v and relationships with iit ;i choice of individuals for public position, poses
Socorro
the helligerant nations w uid more likely haw1 This question of individual preference is one emplove, dying while in its service and who Taos
!of the leading issues of the ilay, and has taken! has been m its employ tor two or more years iTorr.uu.
them in.
choice as have any other persons in any other
on American soil by Mexicans.
Ths may have been keeping us out of war profession. White has gone to an unexcusablej
,1,1s
tio,, w have snf- - hunt in the matter of the action of the teachers
with Mexico, I,,,,
county in the endorsement given Prof,
fered the honors of war without the compensa-tions that came with ..ur war with Spain when!j. H. Wagner. This action was not taken in
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Perhaps the most potent reason for
8
Its lack of celebrity is that this is the
6
Big Tree park, and the general public
3
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valley, contains several enormous sequoia trees. In fact the Yosemite Na3 tional park contains three groves of
I"e ,lwo 0,ne,s u,'"lg
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Stat(.
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ng an interest in public affairs, seeking tlie next kin dependent upon him. a sum equal to'c,.,,,,.,,
havt' no possible A'oiii'ern.
fiw per cent ; the salary or wage received numlur ,.f dln:,tes allotcd to each
Not bi ing enihroded in this terrible struggle-i- best men for public position.
him during the twelve mouths immediately cn"'1,-- will be placed upon the tem- The endorsement of Asubttid and W:i..ni-r.bbut the u. t''i'.il thing and normal and proper.
pur.irv roll .f itiv coiniiition and
ha e ieeu "1 Swenev an Hill was absohitelv the pro- -' preceding his death, multiplied by the number flic
but
in ol ed w
mention will avoid
.nt unions service, provided that troubl,
c
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of
the
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and
ihev
years
tiling
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part
American,
clectinp double
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so
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amount
the
but
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paid
citizens,
r
coin-s
doing
ineil'ii iencv and inadequate
giving
part
ate red.
one year's pay, but in no case shall exceed The following resolution was ,m
pression to their choice.
., dun
r c .nditi' m.
or. , i'
ado ti d by tlie Slate CenState Superintendent White will have a hard S;voOi ; and pn i.ied further, that the mini aninii.nsty
tral Commit it viz:
SOMETHING NEW
w to hoe in making politiral capital for him- - mum shall he SsO,"
"Hi it Resolved.
That it is the
S in one instatv e. at least the cry of "The sense of tb; committee that, at all
of the cif while charging the same offense to others.
into American '.ate-i
l acr .s
thr Atlantic is an unless it is his intention to run next fall on anionic
Corporation", is inappropriate and a Republican Conventions to be bere- i':.iar:',e
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associates the lllg Trees of California

8 with Yosemite. The Mariposa grove,
Within easy reach of the Yosemite

'

.

ncnL.

The Sequoia National park, how
ever, wnien lies many miles soum oi
Yosemite, was created to preserve,
for the use and pleasure of the people
of the United States, by far the great-est groves of the oldest, the biggest,
ind the most remarkable trees living
In this world. They number 1,16(1,000.
Of these, 12.000 exceed 10 feet in
diameter. The General Sherman tree.
most celebrated of all, is
feet
hi;;h with a diameter of 3(.5 feet. The
Abraham Lincoln tree is 270 feet high
with a diameter of 31 feet. The Wil- fePt hlgh

"djaJ'tg91
Dimensions.
Of Mighty

The General Oram National park is
Ufcuany menuoneil Willi hequoia ue
cause, though separated by six miles
of mouniaiii and torest, the two are
tlie same in.ui;i,al park. It
pra
contains only 2,.r.36 acres and was
rivaled only for the protection of the
Geinral Grant tree, a monster sequoia 204 feet bif;h and 35 feet in
diameter. Put General Grant shares
bis domain with distinguished neighbors, notably the George Washington
tree, which Is only nine feet less in
height and six feet less in diameter
The sequoias are the oldest living
after held in the State of New Mi mi
in this world.
"They are the
things
be
the
unit
rule
iro,
not
.
.
recognized eonneetiiiK link." writes Ellsworth
s a matter oi lact, the people ot tins sec- or enforced when adopted in any Huntincton. "between the ancient
lion, flic beginning to appreciate the value of county convention or precinct caucus1 East and the modern West.
this great railroad as it has been the agency! of the Mate, as in any way affect-- ! pJt"
iiliieli lint rmeniil flip wnv itid bl.iyerl the trail- nR me imerty of action ot imlivmual SM0 T q00n arres. have been made
(delegates to nch State convention; from one of these giants, and that
for the entrance of our prosperity and has and
was only the first'step toward using
carcass. Six hundred and
its
brought to the attention of the people of the "Be it further Resolved, that the fiftyhuge
thousand shingles, enough to
State Chairman be instructed to in- - cover the roofs of 70 or 80 houses,
east the values and the wonders of the west.
formed the second Item of its prod-AlIt has been the pioneer in the slogan of the corporate the forecoing paragraph of uct. Finally there still remained
la
4Uwt
'
': hundreds of cords of firewood whlcn
Amerie i First-- ' ' nrul
Ins mvpn tn!. thp rail nt
"
ihr ,t.Hn
no one could use because of the tro- in
the tourists who have been enamoured ot The credentials of all delegates to hibitive expense of hauling the wood
European travel and who have thought that alb the State Convention and all noticesj
aVbnMea
of on u,e ground where they fell, not
the scenic wonders and the prehistoric marvels of con," m"st he n "
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could be found across the sea, a new knowledge tra, Comrniltec
at Santa Ff 'by thc derfuily enduring, but simply waiting
till some foolish camper shall light a
ilf flleirnvvn l.ln.1
f23rd of Aiifriist not later than nine
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uav mean to the future in war
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mong other things that will be issues in
an,; m peace is 'i..o;iM our eonijirenension.
f
the
method
of
former
reversal
tia
campaign upon which we are entering
m;n nuati
will
be that of the prosperity of the country.
proci.hire in war activities.
The Democrats have been making a grea
This arrival of the submarine after a voyage
stiffiado
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over the alleged statement that there was
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i.m defeat entirely the J'ritish at the present time, even though no one seems
blockade which produces a shortage not only to lie able to get hold ,, it aside from the own- of food but war siiniilies. in the central powers, ers of the munition factories and the bis: cor- With onlv the Ileutehland. Germany ran porat ions, including the banks.
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and care for its own economic condition by.rity. the war tax continues to be in style and It has given to American people, the wondrous o'clock of the said date.
In anv countv in which tlicre is no!
sending American securities to the United wc are forced to pay the same tax on the same cliff rums of an unknown people; the unap- Then it could load the re- - things that wc were forced to during the pro- - proachable Grand Canyon ; the mountain scene- - County Convention shall be called by
States for sale.
with a cargo of war muni- - gress of the civil war. It seems a little out,ry; the deep gorges; the rushing rivers of the a member of the State Republican
submarine
turning
war tax con-- 1 Rockies. It has opened to the investor the mines Central Committee.
tions, though bv so doing Germany would over- - of the ordinary that this
aA Rr""ics for delegates will not be
J...i.:..i.
'.:
.
r
i
i c......
... ".. .
.!.- - ...i- ..
...:.t
!,., .M l., niauv
on iney
vaiovivTo .;il
ineu win ..i....i,
luc wai
Ilirow US nivn aigluiieiil liiai ine eniiiu .,au innn- wneii we .lie: uuisiui' uie paie ill .i
rccocni7ed excent whpn beM h
has been unneutral because the allies were able, zone.
approachable; the lands for the fanner; the perS(.nc who al.e resi,ients of the
The expressions of Chairman Harding, of
en gate to the stockman; the channel for County from which the dele?afe elect
while the central powers were unable, to obtain
was chosen
the Chicago convention, struck deep into the the western trade.
safelv American products.
Frecinct
snail be held in
So, while we shout of the wrongs of cor- - each Countvprimaries
There is another consideration in that Ger- - hearts and consciences of those who heard and
not less than S itivc
.... f . ...
1n thl,
porative control, we must at the same time
many, by loading on the Deutcbland two small t!ioe who read them.
His description of the money, just now so freely acknowledge that this country would County conventions and not less than
defensive guns, has abandoned the contention
of the said primaries
but for the cn- -j five 1ay'5
that any armament makes a vessel a ship of war, abundant in the United States, was, "gold be practically unknown
shall be given bv precinct Chairmen,
sluiced from the river of blood".
of the great railroad systems that have The
subject to attack without warning.
Republican Central Committee!
will meet in the city of Santa Fe,
At all events the arrival of this surprise has! His prayer that God forbid any of us to brought it to the world's view.
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Huge as the sequoias are, their
size is scarcely so wonderful as their
age. A tree that has lived 500 years
is still in its eaiiy youth; one that
has rounded out 1,000 summers and
winters is only la full maturity; and
old age, the three score years and ten
ot the sequoias, does not come for 17
or 18 centuries.
Growing Before Exodus.
How old the oldest trees mar be
,s not yet certain, out I nave counted
106 nnss ot
mat were over z.uuu
years or age, of three that were over
ana ot cne that was 3.1MJ.
3000,
-in the davs ot tne Trolan war and
ot the exodus ot the Henrews from
eapling, with stilt, prickly foliage like

tnat oi a cedar, but far more corn- pressed. It was doubtless a
". snarply conical tree, 20 or 30 feet

high, with dense, horizontal branches.

more; the giant trunks were disclosed
as bare, reddish columns covered with
soft bark six Inches or a foot In thickness; the upper branches had acquired a slightly drooping aspect; and.
the spiny foliage, far removed from,
the ground, had assumed a graceful,
rounded appearance.
Then for centuries, through the days of Rome, th
Dark Ages and all the period ot the
growth of European civilization, the
ancient giants preserved the same appearance, strong and solid, but with a
attractive,
strangely
approachable
qualify."
The- Sequoias are found scattered
nil over the park, which has an area
of Cl,rt7 acres, but the greater trees
are gathered in 13 groups of many
acres each, where they grow close

The following is a list of a few of
the principal trees, with their names
height, and diameter:
Giant Forest Grove.
General Sherman, height, 279.9 feet:
diameter, .Ki.5 feet.
Abraham Lincoln, height, 270 feet,
diameter, 31 feet.
William McKinley, height, 291 feet;
diameter, 28 feet.
Muir Grove.

lialion, height, 2!)2 feet; diameter
27 feet.
Garfield Grove.
California, height, 2(10 feet; diam
eter, l!0 feet.
General Grant Grove.
General Grant, height, 2C4 feet,
diameter, 3,ri feet.
George Washington, height, 2a!
feet
diameter, 2!) feet.
The General Sherman tree was dia
covered by .lames Wolverton, a hunt
er and trapper, on August 7, 1879, at
which time be named the tree in
honor of General Sherman, under
whom be hud served during the war.
The dimensions of this tree are as
follows:
Feet.
279.9
Height
102 8
liase circumference
Hase diameter
32.7
36.5
Greatest diameter at base
Cireumfereneo 6 ft. above ground R6
Diameter 6 ft. above ground.... 27. 4
Diameter 100 ft. above ground.. 17.7
Home of the Golden Trout.
The general country is one of th
most beautiful in America, abounding
in splendid streams, noble valleys,
striking ridges, and towering- mountains. Some of the best trout fishing
in the world is found here. The park
Is the home of the celebrated golden
trout, which is found nowhere else In
such perfection ot color.
These mountains and valleys form
literally one of the most available
pleasure spots on the continent. It is
easily traveled and abounds In fine
camping grounds. The water Is drink-- ,
able in all the streams. Aside from!
the sequoias the largest, oldest, tall-- :
est, and most valuable forest tree are;
found here. There are forests of pine,;
fir, cedar, and many deciduous trees:
that are fairly royal. There are many!
shrubs, wild flowers, ferns and mosses:
of wonderful luxuriance and beauty.!
It is a park cf birds.
;
In laying out the boundaries of Be-- !
quoia National park some of the most:
suncrb of American scenic country!
was unaccountably omitted. Just to!
the north lies the wonderful valley t
the Kings river with its spectacular!
canyon and picturesque mountains,'
while directly on the east, over th
Great Western divide, lies the valley
of the Owens river widely celebrated
for its beauty. Mount Whitney, on its
east bank, is the loftiest mountain in
the United States. These two districts are easily reached from the national park, ot which they are in effect, though not in administration and
protection, a natural part.
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DESTROYING VERMIN ON HOGS

NORTH AND SOUTH

Rye, Wheat, Barley, Oats, etc., Are
All Excellent Cowpea Is Favorite
WVMiern Newspaper I'nlon News Rervi
Among Legumes.
Norfolk, Va. Defying bait a dozen

Crude Oil, Mixed With Equal Volume
of Warm Water, la One of Beit
Known Applications.

Memorial

Crude oil is one of tbe best applications for killing ike on hogs. It Is
sometimes used on cattle, though less
often. Use it mixed with an equal
volume of warm water. Apply with
rag, sponge or spray pump.
For quicker but less thorough work
It can simply be poured on from a
kerosene can anil allowed to run down
the sides. For a large number of animals, use it dlppingtimk or bog oiler.
Crude oil makes dark stains, and is
objected to by some men who keep
white hogs. One gallon of crude carbolic acid ndded to each barrel of oil
makes It more effective.
Machine oil mixed with kerosene,
half and half, can be used in I lie same
way. Pure kerosene is too harsh on
the skin.
Tobacco infusion is mi old reliable
Soak tobacco stems for VI
remedy.
hours in water, using one pound stems
to two gallons water, then bring the
water to boiling for a few minutes,
and let it cool. This decoction can lie
used on all kinds of animals, applied
by linuil or as a dip.
Willi all these preparations,
the
treatment should be i'eic:.tcd after
one week. Most of the lice will lie
killed the first ti
but not all the

AT11KHTON. Pre.Ment
of
Highway Association.)
Tbe idea of a great North and South
highway, as a memorial to the character and achievement of Andrew Jackson was first conceived about 1S10 by
the Daughters of 1812. an organization of patriotic representative southern women.
As first outlined, the scheme was to

SUBMARINE CR08SE8
ATLANTIC WITH CARGO.

GERMAN

Feat of German Commander May
feat Britain's Naval Supremacy
and Cut Off Barrier of
Defenie.

UNUWWWBAil,
,f till STL
Pock.5 of Ant wcr1

its
1VT ITII
fortifications

circle of
the wealthy
city of Antwerp is like a
of old gold in ihe
V W bull's-eymidst of a ringed target. The
successive and extending arcs of mod- era and obsolete fortresses (Ant.
is not completely encircled)
ierp
have almost traced the history of do
The Antwerp forts
feasive warfare
have gradually been pushed outward
frsm the site of the ancient city
termed by the Northmen in the ninth
century to the outer line of Lierre, De
Hesse), De Ert brand and many others,
held to be impregnable until the au
tumn of 1AM. This line of forts with
the military dikes upon the languid
River Scheldt, has guarded for some
years the most important arsenal of
Belgium, as well as what was consid
ered the chief city of refuge for the
'Belgian army.
But Antwerp is rar more than a
strategic point. The "pistol aimed at
Bsgland" is not a weapon alone. Ant
werp at the outbreak of the war was
one of the most important seaports
In Europe. It formed one of the chief
outlets for German and Belgian commerce. Not only is it close enough to
the British Isles for its possession by
an enemy to menace England, but Its
vast docks, begun by Napoleon, who
devoted H.tion.iioo francs to the purpose, have an area of more than six
handled acres, and in all of their facilities are the most modern in the
world.
The shipping of this city,
counting export and import bottoms
separately, has exceeded 20.nOO,nlO
tons a year, while Antwerp's annual
lanports have run in excess of

lllf
If If

fifty-mil-

e

The city has been the home of diamond cutters and lace makers, of gold
Bad silver Merchants, of cigarniakers
and
manufacturers
whose
carpet
goods showed so tine a quality that
for centuries they were shipped to
Persia, the home of rug weaving, as
well as to Arabia and India of commercial magnates and ship owners
whose wealth at one time was a byword in ail of the civilized world, and
of various guilds and trades that anno longer in existence. Above all. it
has been the home of artists, and
many of the works of the old masters
have been treasured in the Kornl museum. Van Dyek. .lord ens. Unbelts.
Quentin Matsrg, the Tcnfers, father
and son, Cornelius do Vos and Seghers
are among the many names of
on the roll of Antwerp's residents.
Cathedral and Its Pictures.
The city ot Antwerp is one of the
most interesting not only in Belgium
but in the entire world. It has been
reduced by lire and bword on many oc
casions, but in spite ol its various ca
lamitles there have been preserved a
number of priceless old buildings. The
cathedral of Notre Dame is one of the
finest examples of Gothic architecture in the Netherlands. Through all
the violent scenes that have taken
place abuut its walls it has been
spared by the various armies that
have desolated the city. The one exception to its immunity came in the
violent revolution against tbe Roman
Catholic faith in ihe sixteenth century.
Then, according to Motley, "every
statue was hurled from its niche, every
picture torn from the wall, every wonderfully painted window shivered to
atoms, every ancient monument shattered, every sculptural decoration,
however innocent in appearance,
hnrled to the ground.
Nearly three dundred years were required for the building ot this great
monument. Within it there have been
on view a number of beautiful
of which the most Unions is
Rubens' "Descent From the Cross.'
"Tne Elevation o the Cross" ana 'The
Ajsumntion," also by Ruoend, were
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enemy warships patrolling the Atlantic toast from New York to
Charleston, and eluding tbo combined
Norlb sea fleet of France and Engfrom Gerland, a
many passed Virginia capes and is lying Bafe at anchor In the harbor of
Baltimore.
The arrival of the submarine caused
a big flurry in murine circles, and especially in the offices of the British
consulate both here and at Newport
News.
There were perhaps ten men on the
deck of the submarine when she drew
near the pilot boat. She flew no flag,
but her crew wore the uniform of merchant sailors. She bad burUly stopped
her engines a few yards from the Relief, when the tug Tirumons, which
had stood guard at Cape llonry twenty days, wnltlng for the submarine,
came upon the scene.
Capt. Hans F. ilinsch, the brains
behind the arrangements made for the
arrival of the submarino on this side
of flie ocean, was on board the Tim
i,,t.) n.l I, a u.. l,..r,.wll.,,lu lLan
to the submarine. He spent two hours
iu conference with ('apt. Koenig, com
intituling the submarine, beforu that
vessel moved a foot. Capt. llinsch received from Capt. Koenig a detailed
report of the submarine's movements
since tbo day she left her (leriuan
porl.
"('apt. Koenig," he said, "you have
done a remarkable thing. You have
startled the world, and even had your
vessel gone down, you would have
been long remembered for your daring. But you have brought your craft
safely to port, through a forest of nets,
mines and warships of the enemy.
You didn't lose your ship, and the
news of your remarkable feat will put
you among the big men of the world."
Capt. Koenig said the Deutschland
covered about 4,100 miles. That she
probably sailed about 1,800 miles under water In all. Her greatest distance under water was in avoiding
the British fleet in the North sea. The
submarine passed under 200 ships before she again came to the surface of
tbe water.
Tbe Deutschland Is said to have on
board a special envoy from Germany,
who Is bringing a message from Emperor William to President Wilson,
and 750 tons of Teuton products,
Deutschland Given Full Rights.
Washington. Pending the result of
further
the United
Investigation,
States has taken the position that
the German submarine Deutschland is
an undersea freight ship, entitled to
ply its trade between German and
American ports. This government's
preliminary attitude was determined
on an Informal report of Collector
Ryan of Baltimore, who stated the
Deutschland did not carry arms, that
It was manned by a merchant crew
and that its papers were in order.
Acting Secretary of State Polk decided
to accept the presumption that the
Deutschland is what it Is represented
as being while conducting an investigation to prove or disprove the announced status of the vessel.

hanging there laet month. The catho
dral also contains the tombstone ol
Christopher I'lantin, who was com
pelted nine times to ransom his print
ing establishment, tbat is still Intact
in the I'lantin museum, in the south
western quarter of old Antwerp. The
stained glass of Notre Dame Is comparatively modern, owing to the outrages of tbe Iconoclasts. Its tower,
rising to a height of more than four
hundred feet, is a prominent feature
for miles in a flat country.
In the
Place Verte, before the cathedral,
there is a bronze statue of Rubens.
The organ of the cathedral Is the
largest in all Belgium.
So many are the interesting old
buildings of Antwerp and the number
of treasures contained In them that
the barest outline of them can be
given here. Besides the cathedral and
the Musee Plantin there are the Hotel
de Ville, the lioyal museum and the
churches of St. Paul, St. Jacques, St.
Andrew and St. Augustine, erected In
the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The Royal museum,
while modern in structure, has been
tbe home of so many art treasures
that it has become one of the
buildings in the world. Tbo
collection of old masters numbers
more than eight hundred priceless
paintings, of which the most noteworthy are the. works by Rubens, Titian,
Van Dyck, Van Kyck, Matsys, De Vos,
Frans Hals, Van der Weyden and
Hans Holbein.
Ancient Hotel de Ville.
The Hotel de Ville, built toward the
end of the sixteenth century by Cor
nelius de Vriendt, was destroyed In
part by the Spaniards during the DEUTSCHLAND A FREIGHT SHIP
Spanish Fury of 17fi(!, when more than
six thousand citizens were put to the
Capt. Koenig Prepares to Sail Home,
sword, and the Antwerp burghers
ward Within Ten Days.
were hanged by dozens In various
Baltimore, Md. Confident the ef
parts of the town. The building was forts of the diplomatic representatives
restored in l.'.KI, and since then has of the cnlente allies to have i..s vesbeen unharmed. In it are the burgo
sel classed us a warship and Interne.
master o room, with its beautifully will
prove unavailing, Capt. I'uul Koevataim
""
nwe
various
r the German suhniarin
ig
urtuie paintings i rial depict tne his- I leulschland, is
preparing to leave
toric events of the city. In the Hallo
port, on his return voyage within ten
des Manages, the Salle du Conseil,
the Salle Leys and the Salle du Milice days.
Capt. Koenig expressed satisfaction
nre other interesting paintings and
when informed that, three American
a
sculptures, among them
signilirant naval officers, who inspected the
subject by Godding, who shows Bur Deutschluiid to deterinino her status
van
Straeien on his way to
gomaster
reported in effect that not only
execution alter having been subjected bad
was she an unarmed merchant vessel
to the crudest forms of torture at the
"'' '"" w:lH m 'onslruct.-- that she
duke of Alva's orders.
coil Hi noi. uu coiivoncu lino u wilr
On the Grand place, where the HoI apt
tel de Ville is located, are also the craft without being rebuilt.
homes of those forerunners of the la- Koenig said he could only reiterate
bor unions the trade guilds. These that the Deutschland, like other sub
built or building for tier
organizations built their permanent marines
oflices, if they were to be called such niany's new undersoil merchant fleet,
was designed solely as a freight
in the Mxtienlh and seventeenth centuries. The various guilds represent- carrier.
ed cn the, square are the coopers, archHouse Passes $200,000,000 Tax Bill.
ers, clothiers and carpenters. On the
The administration's
Washington.
same square there is tbe birthplace of
emergency revenue bill was passed by
Van liyck.
a vote of 240 to Mil. In
the House
Tbe earliest mention of Antwerp Is addition to by
doubling tbe income tax,
in the fifth century, when it was inthe measure provides for a tax on included as one of the towns of Gerheritances, munitions of war and the
many. When the Northmen engaged continuation of the
greater portion of
in their raids they sailed Up the
the war revenue taxes which were lev- Scheldt and stormed the town. At the
in the last Congress and continued
time of the Crusaders the town formed led
1
one of the principal bulwarks of the by the present session until Jan.
Germans against the counts of Flan- next. From these It is expected to
$200,0110,000 annually.
ders, and its first claim to historic produce
prominence was under the margravi
Entombed Miners Escape.
ate ot Godfrey de Bouillon in the
Wheeling, W. Va. An explosion of
eleventh century. Three
hundred
occurred in the mine of the Hitch-mayears later Edward III of Enginnu gas Coal and Coke
Company at
made tbe town his temporary head
Glenndale, V. Va. One hundred and
quarters.
It was not until the decline o: fifty men were at work at the time,
escaped uninjured, except
Bruges that Antwerp rose to its height but all who
were burned.
ot wealth and prosperity. When tin twelve,
Netherlands were able to secure con
Indiana Troops Entrain.
troi of tbe bulk ot the trade from
Indianapolis, Ind. The First InfanSpanish cities and central Eurone.
the rich men ot Antwerp becs'iF try regiment of the Indiana troops left
Fort Benjamin Harrison for Mercedes.
ii.owu the world over.
Tex.
best-know- n
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SHEEP FLOCK IS PROFITABLE
Particularly Adapted to Rougher and
Hilly Regions Where Much Land
It Going to Waste.
When you take into consideration
the prices that wool and mutton are
bringing at the present time It is easy
to see how uny funu can support a
Hock of sheep and make a good profit
therefrom. In fact, it is hard to see
how any farm in the rougher and more
hilly regions, where there is n great
deal of waste land, can afford to do
without sheep.
Where a man will take the time nnd
put bis attention to the job he can

First Prize Leicester Ram.

return on his Investment
If he lives in one of those regions
where the dog nuisance Is m ire or
make a big

less under control.
A few years ago a good many sheep
farmers were holding their lambs over
the tlrst winter instead of selling them
in the fall for the holiday anil winter markets. The demands of the lamb
market during the last year have
lieen such to hurry the youngsters
into the markets as soon as they
would weigh from fifi to (id pounds.
There is every si cn Unit the lamb
markets of this season will be fully
as active as those of last fall mid winter.
MAKING HOG CHOLERA SERUM

ME$W HOT WAUE!

WORTH WHILE

HF YOtU

OOT FEEL
Say 'glass of hot water with
phosphate before breakfast
washes out poisons,

Hive the colts a ebnnce! No colt
can develop into a large useful horse
if be is stunted ill his early growth.
The result of good cure and feeding
is forcefully shown by the condition
of the young work horses of the animal husbandry department of the Kansas state agricultural college. These
horses were purchased three years
ago as weanlings. Tiny were given
care and proper feed their llrst winter
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perfect a highway leading from Chicago to New Orleans. More or loss
missionary work was done along the
proposed line of tbe road by the Jackson highway committee of the Daughters of 1812, of which committee Miss
Alma nitt"iiborry of Birmingham, Ala.,
was chairman, but no definite form
was given to the organization until In
July, 191.1, at a meeting in Birmingham, Ala.
At this meeting a temporary organization was formed, consisting of men
interested in good roads from Indiana,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi and Juisinna. It was further
determined at this meeting that the
Jackson highway should run from Chicago on the northwest to Louisvillp,
Ky.. and from Niagara Falls on tbe
northeast to the same point, the two
divisions here ininhiL' and continuing
southward through N'afhville to New
Orleans.
A few weeks later the Jackson Highway association convention, for the
purpose of forming a permanent or
gaiiizatinn and of formally launching
tile whole movement, was held in
Nashville. Tenn. The permanent organization was effected al this convention.
In the rapid development of the
good roads movement In the last live
years various local road organizations
have been formed In the states through
whieh the Jackson highway runs, nnd
a great deal of valuable work done
In improving roads controlled by these
organizations. The Jackson highway
completed, will be largely the welding
together of road systems developed by
these smaller associations, making a
continuous north and south highway
between Chicago on the northwest,
Buffalo on the northeast, and New Orleans on the south.
At the present time about
of the road In Indiana and Kentucky is In very good condition: in
Tennessee about
of the

M

Clydesdale Yearling.
iiml were In a good healthy growini!
condition when turned out to pasturi
In the spring.
When three years old these colls
were worth fSM to ,$:i(KI each. Colts
of the same age anil from the same
mures, but kept on the farm anil given the usual farm treatment were
worth only fVJTt to $140 each. Thus
a difference In value of .fl'J.I to .$li!0
was due to no oilier reason than the
cure given to the horses as colls.
"The horse is made the tlrst 1S
months of his life," says Dr. C. W.
assistant professor of
McCnmpbcll,
animal husbandry in the Kansas state
agricultural college. "If he Is stunted he never reaches his maximum developinent
"Too often colts are turned out to
rustle for themselves the first winter and all such cults can do is to
keep alive. Their growth is stunted
and they make a small ordinary type
of horse.'
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ALFALFA FAVORED FOR SHEEP
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next
(lernnin
to go to Amer-

ica will bring back foodstuffs, particularly condensed milk, according to
report k received here from Hremeii.
Condensed milk also will form the
hulk of Ihe return cargo of other submarines lo cross ihe Atlantic.
ln an interview llreinen agents of
the submarine's owners d dare tho
new submarine enterprise was
mainly by humanitarian
as Herman babies are dying
of ihe shortage of milk.
K.'iip'Tor William is credited with
having a financial interest in tlm
scheme. His shares are said to bit
held in Ihe name of Director
of lie .North Herman Lloyd.
pro-mol-
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and U. S. Commissioners to
Seitle Differences of Two
Countries.
coninnniicaiton.
Washington
from Mol-I'ili ".iililiiL i::i;co
the Me., cm at'.bassa.lor
designate. Wodin day. H understood
to conl.
inslruei inns as In the form
Mexico

of tl
'.:(.-- .
by v. :.!,!:
i lift
of ilillor- i'i es betwien
meat
Vniteil X'a'os and Mejo, uj lie
u
The .mibas icier c; lied :or
a i'1'iii' M in "' uiilt
Aiiin;. S 'ero'ary

Highway.

niilea.L-in good conilit ion ;
in Ala-- ;
h.'ima and Mississippi more than one- half of tho total distance is now in
Polk
gooi! order, and both slates are mpidArtoj a tall: v.i'b tbe ;n!il,.' sc-fv- .
ly buili' ng the unimproved sec tions of
their r ad and improving the oondi- tary, fl'. Arioiloieln -- aid deiai s of iliu
tions ol such portions of the load as pro;io d noLo'iatons had ti it been
setileil TI,. .i l.j. . t disi ii: se is said
ai partiaiiy constructed.
Mdoe! ieii of com- (0 llll to been ' li
missioiieis to represent :h. ri 'poothi
Path foP Pedestrians.
A phase of the good roads movf ment
governments in lonnal conic ence
)n FOIm. r,ar,s of tlie oomltrv il(
r,r(p.
,
White-Ho- t
vlhion
a ,ia(ll for pedestrians alone
Wire DecapHatts Man.
,; l,ilVe
sili,, tn r.irlw,iy S1) !n:i( ,ey
Pi eb'o. The boa. I
M ron
.
,a cua, e to take the best exercise in Tanahill. l'b a negro, was severed
lh woril, u ,tllollt jIH.,lrrjnR the nsn of
coniplclelx from his body by ;t whi'a-ho- l
ucig r ln ver by automobile's
wire in the wire mill el he M

tl.

Money Well Invested
New Jersey has voted 7.(i(it.,(i'n for
Greater Gains Made in Test With
'good nails, and it is one of tho stales
Western Range Animals Than
Effected
Parts Should Be Rubbed that have learned by experience that
Those Fed. Mixed Hay.
money spent on highways is well
With Some Liniment or Woolen
vested.
Prevent Cooling.
Creator (rains nre made by sheep
on
nitaitu man o" any oilier Hay.
lea
Surface Water Left
As treatment
for rhenmiitism In
In a test where four lots of western Pn((1
I'oor drainage leaves much surface
tbc affected parts should be
range sheep were fed for 12ti days on Tu,d wth some liniment or a wool- - water i n poorly constructed country
wheat screenings and different kinds, Ln
cI(tIli Slltnrated with hot water or roads.
ol roug.nicss, those receiving omnia
liId linimfnt, should be wrapped
gained .29 pound duily per head, while nrmm(i lnp j()nt.
should be covered
First Feed for Chicks.
those receiving the mixed hay gained witn a ,ry oln(n ov,.r which Is placed
Chicks should not receive food until
but .12 pound.
a rubber cloth to prevent cooling.
they are thirty six hours old
Progrcss'ves Draft Platform.
Chicaeo. A provisional draft of the
uarranza Seizes Ammunition Supply.
Progressive platform framed by a
Villa's Wife Deported from El Paso,
Laredo, Tex. Approximately
committee of loaders shows that the
rounds of ammunition has
Kl Paso, Tex. Mrs. Luz Toi-reprincipal appeal of the party will I s
been taken in charge by Carranza au- Villa, wife of Francisco Villa, was ar- made on preparedness with Amerithorities at various points through- rested by the police and with her sis-"rus
canism as the foundation. The draft
out Mexico and the government fac- ter, her child about 6 years old, and
is short, not more than l.r.00 words
tory is working 24 hours daily to aug- a German nurse, Maria Hagador, was
11 d.scusses
In length.
ment this supply.
prei aredness
deported to Juarez, upon oraers from
under three heads "military," "of the
Mavor Lea. who gave no reason forj
Under th"
spirit" and "industrial."
,, act Mrs. Villa arrived here os-Panama Canal Guard Increased.
saire Ciie.cs il
'
c jt .nc
sp rit" (Oi es Americanism r.tid un
from New- - Orleans but the
Panania. The locks of the Panama loiisi'ui
Jer "industrial preparedness" cornea
canal are being guarded with In- police believe she came from Los Anthe tariff and questions of social and
creased vigilance as a result of tbe geles. She said she intended to go
Indntrll refoim
to Chihuahua to look for her bandit
Mexican situation.
husband.

IN CATTLE!

Kr'

London, July 13. More than 600,000
German bayonets are opposing Gen.
Ilalg's advance, according to reports
of French airmen, in tiiis drive the
Hritlsh are aiming for Ihe crest of th'J
ridge commanding the wido plateau
which is held by the Hermans and
which is considered the key to tha
situation north of the Somme.
Fighting desperately in the face ot
determined Herman attacks, the force
under Gen. Ilaig succeeded Wednesday in gaining control of the entire
Minuet a wood, which hud been entered Ihe prcuoiis night by the Germans.
In the same region north of
tlie Soiimie ihe Ilritish made soul
in Ihe Tionts wood and reprogrc-'pulsed lira ho;,y iif u ks against Ce
The Hermans are reported
to have hi,, i heavily in lln i, ultark-w
fin Troni s
ood.
Tin
French and German forc-- s
BOUth ol the Somme apparently
arj
resting, as there lias been almost no
activity In ihe region i I'ieardy since
the first of Ho' week.
Around Verdun, and osx i ially on
Ihe riglil bank of Hie Mei"-ebitter
mid heavy fighting is in progress between Ihe forces of Hie German
irown prince and the French defenders of the fortress. The Hermans,
following up ihelr su cess In the re-- !
glon of Hie Damloup battery, have
undertaken a strong offetislvj toward
Fort Souville, the possession of which
would st lengthen their position for a
further advance on Verdun.
Aitiickiug in iiiiiw formal ion from
the village of Floury and the Chapi-irand Vaux woods, the Germans
gained ground at Hie intersection of
Fleury and Vaux roads
Their new line beyond Contalmai-soseemingly secure, the British
pitched forward new trenches into
Com almalson wood.
Fighting in the line of the Russian
advance toward Kovel has quieted
and Gen. Hrusslloff's advance seems
to hnve been momentarily halted.
Rome reports Italian successes in
:'n, AiMge valley while the AuUrlans
claim the repulse of a strong attack
on Monte Rasto.
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Hogging down corn is no econominnd practical way of fattening
bogs and of harvesting corn. For
best results seme supple. aeiitary feed
like alfalfa or clover - advisable. If
you have such a hold adjoining the
corn Held the combination is ideal. II
neither of these erops is available and
is
you have a stand of rape in th
stubble or cornstalks, this makes a
good combination. Voti have to plan
jubcud to get this, and many farmers
sow a little rape in the corn along in
July, especially if there Is a thin stand
of corn.
In the absence of pasture good re- suits are obtained from such feeds as
tankage, oil meal or meat meal. These
can lie reu as a slop or in a
er with corn. With both available the
pig will tiaiance tne ration in suit mmself and will balance it about right.

BITTER AND HEAVY FIGHTING
CONTINUES ON RIGHT BANK

SUBMARINES

.

-

and Practical Way of Fat-- j
tcning Animals AUo Feed Al- falfa or Clover.

,,.,s r, iv,.(,
,.,.(,
of injecting large
pients consistin
or
of
virus
inutilities
hog cholera
blood directly into
s veins or circulation.
The object of this treatment is t
stimulate tile production of aiitiiiodies
or immune bodies. A hog (hat is made
immune to hog cholera by the use of
serum has a
niautlt.v of antibodies to protect itself, but has not
enough to protect others, consequently, we must create an excess of antibodies in its system, which is done as
described ubove.
The blood taken from a hog thus
prepared with the addition of a very
small amount of preservatives cotisti
,,,t,s noi holera serum us pluood on
the market today.
suflii-ieii-

If

I

FIGHT ON FT. SOUVILLE

I..

Jackson

nine-tenth- s

Economical

j

Screened, Sized and Concentrated Words
every one helpful to the man who ii mining,
reducing or marketing ores. Nothing in it that
could be left out; nothing left out that ahould
be in. The "Review of Reviews of the Mining industry.
Averago Sample sent fiee.

lice eggs.

to Character and Achievement of Andrew Jackson Road
Born In Sunny South.

HARVESTING CORN WITH HOGS

Object of Treatment Is to Stimulate
Production of Antibodies in Animal's System.
s

GERMAN
AND
ALLIED
GUNS BATTERING TRENCHES
INTO MASS OF DZBRI8.

HIGHWAY

three-fourth- s

I

n

IS SOffiETHING

,

cause bloating. This, with tbe harm GIVE YOUNG HORSES CHANCE
to the alfalfa that will lie caused by
the characteristic close glazing of (lie Colt Will Never Develop Properly If
He Is Stunted in Early Growth
sheep makes it a poor plant for a
Good Feeding Pays.
sheep pasture.

s.nm

GERMANATTACKS
HEAVY

For a
sheep pasture
some of the grain plants ure excellent.
Itye, wheat, barley, oats, ete., nre nil
used. Some of the pous and other
legumes are often used, the common
cowpea being a general favorite for
this purpose. Sorghums are a big help
when sown In the spring to furnish
sheep pasture during the dry deather
of midsummer, when the meadow
grasses oro brown and the Muegruss
Is apparently dead.
There Is a great list of grasses that
may be used In eslabllshiug a temporary sbeep pasture. When u pasture is
needed in a short time it is necessary
to pick a grass that will establish itself at once and begin furnishing forage. Timothy is fuirly satisfactory and
so are all the clovers. Take timothy
und red clover ns a combination to
be sown early In the spring, with a
nurse crop of oats and you have a
mixture that is bard to beat. Cuwpens
sown In the corn will make a fine late
pasture for sheep and lamps.
Alfalfa has been recommended as a
It has pmnt.s in its
sbeep pasture.
favor, but these nre more than off- set by Its disadvantages.
It will
and furnish a vast amount of
grazing, but unless It is well mixed
Iu , I.. 1,1,1.
ll'llll lltlu.r ..r.i.i.j ilu

,,.,

GEN. II AIG REPELS

S

plant
Arrest Alleged $1,000,000 Ma I Thief.
Ilell . or.
'orner. ,i by postollice in
speclors nnd police in the lobby of the
I

a.
A.. W. Kdwanl Wcz of
Ha . fought
them ( ff long
enough to loss behind a coiriler

Y.

1

finii

worth

C

i

Holes in his

unsigned natiotal bank

sxs ssi'in. The b Us wera

Identified by Charles M. Waters, captain of posin'fice
nspeetnr.i, as a
part of ihe series, amounting to $1.- OOli.llnil. slolen from the ma Is in
train holdup on the l'.aitimoro ft Ohio
railroad al Central Station. W. Va,J
Oct.

S.

191a.

Lansing Note to Latin Republics,
Lansing!
Secretary
Washington.
sent a memorandum to the diplomatic:
representatives of Smith and Central!
American nations reviewing the situaj
lion existing between the United:
States and Mexico and announcing;
that if hostilities should eventuate1
the purpose of the United Statel
would be to defend itself against fun
ther invasion and not to intervene in
Mexican affairs.

Rati, Prre. No 4, raised on
Santa Fe, N. M. July 3. 1916.
to ia).
The Board of County CommissionCampell Brothers, Prec. No 4, raised on
Depnty.
house from VXJO to 150.
June S 1916.
KuK-niraised on honse ers met in regular session with Hon.
The Board of Commissioners met al per
Manderfietd,
adjournment with all members present; item No 9 of schedule from IWO to (2150
ComClerk Ortii by Deputy, and Sheriff C, C. and the balance of assessment action uf Jose Ortiz y Pino, Chairman;
Clusson also in attendance.
assessor sustained.
Anielroo
Manuel Koybal y Lopez, Free No 1, raised missioners Kinscll and Jiron present;
Armijo of free No 4, reduced
on house and lot from $550 to &3SO.O0.
from 8 head of cattle to 16 bead.
I. P. Black of Stanley, reduced on real Clerk, M. A. Oritz and Sheriff C. C.
No 4, reduced
of Pn-n- .
Tom.'is Komrro,
state from $t30 to $480 and exemption also'
.in house arid lot from SJtlK) to $610.
I lesson were also in attendance.
f
allowed to him for the year 1916.
Maria Aland, of J'fcc. No 3, personal
of Venus,
I. (i. Darr.ih
reduced on real
stilt km off.
The followinp; accounts were ap
from J1775 to $7S0.
J.itr I'az (orti-- of TVrr. No 4, reduced estate
.
,
In the mutter of ihi- assessment of f'etral
on home and lot from $J25 to J150.00.
of
No
1,
of
the anion
Preemrt
lion. met
proved and irdcrcd paid :
t.i lavi.mo K.iilriKH z of I'ri p. No 1R,
on froutaue trom 11U kit lo 75 fret. :'
No 11. reduced on Number To Whom Issued. Amount.
H. Johnson,
r,tit'rty m I'ric. f.o .1 Ped,or
(Wiho
N.l.r.,) assessed on KU4 acres al personal property from $M0 to t!50.00 and on
150.00
Tost Ortiz v Pino
In the matter nf thr assessment of Mfs.'ir(i
unn
12, reduced)
150 00
H
M.
Angr, ofin-- I'rt-f- . $.13 No
Kinscll.
GrorRc
L
S
Aim-- It
II. T1 or,,,, of Prec. No 4. assrssor's
to 11.
p.rn'in.,1 pr.,i.Tiy
150.0o!
Juts raised :u linn utst.iinc
Miss
l.if;. M. () son.
Canuto Alarid
f Prt'r. No 24,
npsessnr'n
fnun
to Jl'JUO ami on house from V(ih. Vu & limnn.,
ained.
C. Closson
1050.00
Charles
Shool Hist. No 32 nemon
rl s Pro
llo.ird tl
ad;'.urripl imtil Fridiiy
1050.00
M. A. Ortiz, Clerk
(lkl;t.) .'iReSSfrr's .Utiotl sustained.
iijt J. Mb.
r. Wesley Wilson Prec. No 10, (NewberK'
Jose Ortiz y Pino
or. Ml arre
I nd)
at $.1.75 anil the
Cclso Lopez, Treasurer 800.00
assessed
(luirnian.
,
........
P
c
(VlVe.
...U..CS..I tO flliuer
...m ..n
Atti'Ht :
AfA Telesforo Rivera, Assessor 800.00
M. A. Orlir
I. W. Pureell of Stanley, reduced on real
to WW.
estate from V
(lerk.
19.70
V. I. Alarid
Jose Ortiz y Pino
I'red Schindlrr of Pet. No 7, (46TX S. Orand
Ave; St. Louis) assessor's action sustained.
IVtmty.
19.00
Pet. 10, (12V btil!e Ave; iwo
K. Y. Park,
Ksquipula Jiron
(i:
met as per Sav.nn.h, (;.) personal property .trickenl
The Hoard of Commissioner
L. J. Sandoval
7920
:
adiouniment with all members present audi0'1' W. Madole. of
Venus, .ssessors action
(1,-r)
Ortiz l,y
150.00
puty and Sheriff C C.
Benito Alarid
'
C'losson also in attendance.
"rV"i?
....
10.
actum
Assessors
Pet
p. I. Ivie
In the matter of the assessment of Then- 124.00
Casados
1,9
Cayetano
)
.lore Corrick, the valuation as made by tr.in.l. (Corbet, 1
actions W(
Mrs. t. Lenoy Pet 7.
C. Closson
150.00
the Assessor, was sustained h th. Board.
Thomas
mrs. vnoy 1 Cltine, Ol iret.
on real 1471
H,d. nrUU
120.00
Prudencio Lucero
house $1750. and reduced on lot from
;
Francisco
house from

Citric.

COMMISSIONERS
FOR COUNTY MEET
IN SESSION
THE MEETING IS AS BOARD
AND
OF EQUALIZATION
TO
TAX PAYERS APPEARED .vi
TUT A T2"I?
WPATTITCrTQ YfT AT.
JTJSTMENT

V. I. Alarid

2S0

MlnZT'u

iw
11

Junr Sth 1016.
The Jtosr'l of County ComraiMsinDcrs met an
a board of equahratmn with Hun. Jose Ortiz
'h airman, and Cnmini f inner a
JeorR
)'mo
and Ksnuiynia
M, Kinf-Jirun, present ;
t
V. 1, Alarid,
and Oiarlee
y Clerk
C, (lnfion, were alfco in attendance.
Tbr floard proceeded to eiammt the tax
for the year l'M6.
.schedules
Nicilan Jimenea o( Precinct No, 23,
allnw,-to him for the y ar 19IA.
I'rank Owen appeared before the Board
and atked that he le finalized the ttame
3$ all other tax payers in Precinct No. 1.
The awsruRor was instructed to correct
that aflfeeHsment in the name of Vidal
$750 to $300.00.
In the matter of the assessment of A. Mo.)
y Trujillo, anil to assets t rc property
Pet. 10, assessor s action
A. Kelsey,
M. Thirham, of Precinct No 17, the action
to the proper party.
sustained. (Sherman, Tex.)
to Del n vino of assessor sustained.
;m diftsatloved
Exemption
10, reduced on real
Pet.
A.
J.
Koper,
1.
lie
is
now
No
No
of
of
Precinct
3,
Precinct
Delitado
at
Quint ana,
Airustin
JWW
and on improveto
on House on College
Street from estate from
residing in DurariKO, in the State of Colonients from $2X1 to J5O.0O (Manguro, Okla.
rado.
$1.TO to SHOD.
K.
R.
llx
26).
2,
Santa
of
allowed
to
In the matter of the assessment
TrnnqailiTio
Exemption
Juan P. Montano, Pet. 20, action of asTe Products Company
of District No 16 fcrr tW year WO.
the Board sustained
sustained.
The Board adjoamed amtil 9 o'clock TiMa the action of the Assessor and Mr. ii. K. sessor
Mrs. Sarah i. Coke de Fountaine, Pet.
day June 6, Win.
Mifiihbon, yave notice of an appeal.
from $yU0 to $300.
It. reduced on real estate
II is ordered hy the Boarfl mat tne fls
Joae Ortii y Pio
VeKas, N. M.)
sessor reduce all stock of merchandise lor-,a.
Chairnui.
Je?
to the amounts returned by
the
TeaTs)
,M"rrV,'
Attest:
?;r
U. A. Ortiz
,h. Merchants, and not impose made b, .hj- -,

,.,.

.,

leriu

STJrNm'Vi
on house trom

V. L Aiar.d
Deputy.

15

i'hrecine',rNo15iS,!'- r-

'aVop "TT.,onf

J. V. Conway Supt.
Louis B. Sena
Not issued.
Patrocinio Lopez
Pino Villanueva
Woman's Club
Jose D. Sena
Jose K. Lopz
Josefa Borrego
Charles C. Closson

1472
1473
1474
1475
1476
1478
1470

14)
141

494.60

r.'hui.i
vnij to inu.
r:r.l.i
u..,;.,, p... 19 ' reduced 1482
In the matter of the assessment of Krne.
June 6. Wii
'Hie Poi.rd met a per adjournment with
omMi U,l,il Sa,u"lByil48,
F. ralmer
n;"h,' a'e ion'of'ThV
all ni'iiihrri present;
'lfrk tttiz fy
P. M.Nitt,
arnl Charlta C. (lotnon, were alrv in
t;
Prrr. No 3, reduced on!Ju"e
Joae f)rtiz y J'ino
1484
Juan
Iic.iim
.it tmd.in. e.
Lttjan y Moya
lo Tle).ll0 .
fr.m
Chairman,
T1k'
Pmh J rrcomm'-rwif- ,
that the asBenn.
Palm. :nio Lopez, on frouiaKe on San Fran- 14S5
Atte
David
A n
Knap
n.t "i t
Street from 4K fret to 38 leet.
.ni" ' it nriito ol PrcriF.r t No 7
A. Ortii:
i
fn the matter of the assessment of John
'
to W and
le.J.ieed on h..Hie from
14SI1
("lerk.
35.65
Weltmer & Burrows
5')
tlie Ito.in!
int'i con
..n lot trom
t" flJ.ll).
imi.iTm,
I.
Aland
7
.f Pr.-ranil!
of the schedule,
r:il !. n Arliile
Asf.
i,i ..I P.ninlo
14X7
24.00
Coal
Yard
Iteputy.
itU
Hi
Capital
be
No
It ....).....(
cime
from
TiilineiJ nn fiiirtiture
of County Commissioners met
The
said
claim
not
..s Mr. S. human does
Wontl-Davi.s
Uwd. Co.,
55.98,
f
of
urnineiit. wnn an menitn-r- s pre-h- 1488
Hrnth'-A Fidel
assessment the 'as I" r
lif,irrfi
propi rly, but b.ih-ner
'1
Clerk
by Deputy and (hatha 1480 N'cw Mexico State Record 170.42;
sent:
Pr
On
sustained.
I", rn i' oi d
.it lessor f ust .iiri'
U
No 5 reduced from C. ( 'losson. also in atten.lan. e.
Mr
I'.i.lilla
Pr.
,rd'ri'iti'-cinet
al
to
I'.di..
thf
app'
!..!
Mr. William Alrifhi, Pet. 17. reduced on 14'0
( e.,ws
f, Ii, .id
to 3 head.
Mat.- P..:,.d.
45 00
Closson iSj Closson
t.uu.
trom ?IMW to
In thi oi.iner ol ihe assessment of H. M. M'Teh.tnilise
k
n.ii.Mimrd nutil 9
T).. P. .u.l
on house on corner. ioo
N. Salmon,
Nreilue
1 5
W.du-..1.,!.' .11!
Pr- in-y
t. It- nis 5, 6 and 7.
00
JoKe 7. l'16.
Kirar.lii Alarid
from
11.
...
M.Lti
1,
..1
Streets
and
Ion
from
,.f
,1...
...:.i
i.lt.m
P
Caspar
v
Orl
iu
..IC,i!i
fllMJ 10 $3.5li.oo rest 01 assessment tne action
X. Smith
t'lMimuin
2.00
313(1'.
il'fi
J.
t
In th
Altof the assessment "f A. of the assessor sustained.
initt-- r
,
M. A
There bring no further business the Board 341,3
2.00
Maties Piorretio
Ax. iv ol I'ree
3, l!ie aelim of the
Ortir
adjourned as a Board of Kqualiralion and!
,s.es. or is sustained.
flerk.
2.00
br-iI'ahlo Casados
V L Al;,nd
Mull, r re. bleed on frontaie on Ca - resolved itself into a Board of County (.em-:4.)i
s.
MR
to'.m
175 feet to
feet, m ak ti k to ssioner
pit.,1 Street
UcptHT.
A t.etilion
2.00
by a number of residents H'O
Inn- - ?. lUfi.
JCpifanio Lopez
$'"'U in place of VSOfl.OO.
v lualion ofIt.
the,
.
Th' !t"iiTd o( CfjuiitT romiiishjonerfi nut; Mis.
Pop. Pr.einet No 3, reduced of Precinct No 1R, was presented to
Beai'ham ik MLnnarilot
l!,,ar-lfrom $700 to $500.
piayinK that Hinry Paeheeo be ap; 14i
on ainomobile
an per adjiHinttnf nt wild all fiieniln th pit
Ot
a
UStlCe
tltr fCaCC Kir
St.. 11 V )...l.,..lu r,..i1,e... nn entile rem llDllltn
.ml Sheriff
sei;", rit-i-ilo'jsnii.Ortiz byin Deputy
Pr.einet ns Mr. Juan l.uian, who va s the 1497 Mew Mexican l'rititintr Co., 73.90
nn li,...(l t.i ') lie.id
attendance.
.io t afijje.ire'l
01
tne
'lieu a i. w uaj
behalf
Mr T. W. Nuniii'fi
Mr 1 1!
in
before the
Justice
llayward,
appeared
18.00
Cati'li'lario Romero
.
i .;,,.!
n .i...... ...,,1
,.!.,.
iiomti motion of Mr. Kinsell. same was re- - 14'
Board and cnmplataed of hia afaesKment,
:ind t he Hoiird after due considt rat ton sus- ii.- - nV.ssni.nt 101 lot in Santa be Avenue, reived and the Hoard took same under 1499
26.00
Winters Grociry
irel lite Board sustained the action of Ihe advisement.
tained t fir action of the aasensor; Mr. Nurment then pavi- - notice of appcil. Mr.
Tlio Hoard recommends that valuation on j (jq
55.00
,issesor.
Joseph P.. Hay ward
In tin- matter ot the assessment of T. W. property of T( odoro Martinez of Precinct
a ho appeared in behalf
of Setiiri ly
J
H.inna assessors action was sustained.
()
and Development and Investment Company,
n 3( for the vear l')15. be reduced as follows;
Rivers
Tek'sforn
.md ernpl;nried of the aHPetsment,
f)nt tlie. v.itias uorrrgo, 01 tree, iso in, renuceii nn rraj (.fltnte from svtiu to vniu ana on.
horse.
256.00
Hoard sustained the action of the assessor,
$?00.00.
1.02
First National Bank
improvements from $.100 to was
Wr
larnes Carriithrrs of T'rec. No 20, assessors
also pave notice ol appeal
The followini; resolution
adopted byi.r,,.
150-25.00
to the State Hoard.
Patricio
action sus'ained.
Board:
the
Roybal
I
ol t'rec. rso J.
William
In tlie matter of the ssaeaument of Mrs.
the fiiirhwav from Buckman
houipson.
S. Tel & Tel to 54.80
5(14 Mountain
household poods from $130 to across the Rio Grande and thence acros
Lillian
the Hoatd recommends 'lueed
Kennedy,
IKI.
to the District attorney to secure an order
the Ramon Vigil Grant to the west county:, ,
6.00
West Disinfcctinp; Co
Mercedes
Arairon oe Baca,
Mrs
from tlie t'otitt. to reboot
line has been dedicated to public use lorilMO
............ ... . .I....1.1.Ken..itw' r..,l,.,.,l nn 1..I from
IO S2t)0.()0.
tl.l TO O.r lill
more
than twenty years last past, and naB ..y
27.54
H.
reduced
No
Prec.
3,
James
K.
M.
McHuf,'hes
and
Mrs.
Pissette.
h
has
and
whi.
said
abandoned
amount
or
has
been
vacated
ment,
not
alrradyl Ion
Sec. IS Tp. been and is now recognized
l.ml F"i SW
bee. p.nd.
by the Cnm-i.e- .
N. Salmon
9.20
$4S5
to $450. missionera of Santa Fe County as a public:
7uda!upe I., de Connate, of Precinct Nol?N. R UF.-- 100 acres, from
e
Vii rrliurn v.
t litrpfnrT.
IS, reduced
on bouse and lot on Palace other assessment action of assessor
1508
16.40
Ortiz
Jnan
M.
her
Thomas
from
Itained. and Mr. P.
attorney,
of the cost of
17S) to fliOO.
Hp It Rfsolvrd, that 75
appeal,
(anilal Pharmacy Prec. No 1ft. redured nave noticeI". td
M. A. Ortiz, Clerk
38.50
repairing thu bridge across thr Kio (irande
)S(ff
Closson of Prec. No 4. reduced near
on Merchandise from $10,0110 to $7,000.
for
t'harles
is
hereby
Buckmnn,
appropriated
llr. C H. Kasley ajipeared in hehalf of on frontage on Hon Caspar Avenue from Mirh purpose, providrd that the total cost 1510
50.55 j
Celso Lopez, Treasurer
II. II. M.ihaffey of Prec. No 3, and com 1"K feet to 14H feet; on C.ibstro Street from of such repairs does not exceed the sum
plained to the Hoard almut Mr. Mahaffey's D to lll feet; on Palace Avenue reduced of JpOO.
1511
30.00
St.
Vincents
Sanitarium
assessment but the Hoard sustained the YM feet; on improvements on Cahsteo Street
Mr. Kinsell moved the adoption of the
action of the Assessor.
Mr. Kasley trave reduced from $1000 to $250 00.
was duly seconded and 1512 Burrows Ad. Machine Co. 325.00
notice of appeal, Tomas T. Roybal. of Prec.
Allred I. Teare, Prec. No 4, assessed on resolution, which
No ?i, the Hoard raised from SO head of one new bri
house corner of Cahsteo carried.
4.21
Geo. D. Barnard & Co.
a reduction nn 1513
Board
recommends
The.
00.
$2500
yrarlin,. h. ifers at 125.110 to 50 head ol cows an. IlirVmi Streets 4
nf Mrs. Louise
White of Tree. 1H 1514 Santa
reduced on furniture tnxes $4(10()
126.85
&
Co.
C. P. Kan. n Prec.
at $s00 each.
Fe
Water
Ulit
.12.VJ.00
1915.
fnr
to
from
!75 to $220.
Manuel T. Rovlial of Tree. No 24. the ffom
There being no further business, the Board 1515
15.00
L. F. Murray
Board raised from 50 head of yearlin" heifers
Mrs. Cleofes llcsch Prec. No 4, reduced
adjourned to meet subject to the call of
I50.
to 50 head of cowa at
luan Sanchez on real estate from $of0 to No
10.00
151(,
4, raised nn the chairman.
of Prec. No 24. raised from 3 head of cattle
Amado Cutierrer. Prec.
v
Ortii:
Pino
Jos
to
hea.t at $40 each.
Merchandise from m to $500 and assessed
Chairman.
1517 San DieK'O Board of Mfina. 240.00
The Hottid then adjourned until Thursday, on machinery $250.(10.
Attest:
7nae K
In the matter of the assessment of Mrs.
M. A. Ortiz
1518
27.00
N. Salmon
sustained.
I). M.
lose Ortiz y Pino
Porsha, assessors
(lerk.
In the matter of the assessment of the
Chairman.
Alarid
Co".
V.
I.
12.90
1519
Mexican
New
lVintinu
II1C
action
l.slal. ol Mrs. Julia Williams,
Attest- Deputy.
m a n.t;..
of the assessor was
susi.uneo.
13.50
1520
H. S. Kaune & Co.

r,

MaHL"

LVl,

j.j

w.

..

...

...

,.J

jiF

rEp

JiiS

$315.

to

$175.00.

The Board instructed the Clerk to
notify Mr. A. B. Renchan, that he
nu,st appear before the Board on the
'
Ju'v a"d show cause why
that Road which has been fenced by COMBINED COOP FOR CHICKS
Ihomas should not be ordered Pen
Large Enough to Accommodate
Four Hens Designed by University
opened.
of Missouri Experts.
There beinp no other business the
r- -

Board adjourned until the 13th, day (By PROF. H. U KICMPSTER, University ot Missouri, College of Agriculture.
of July, 1916,
A combined hatching, brooding and
Attest :
housing coop which is large enough to
acoommodate fonr hens and is as good
M. A. Ortiz.
Incubator baa been dea
as
Clerk.
signed by the poultry department ol
Jose Ortiz y Pino
the University of Missouri. Farmers
who have used this coop have proChairman :
nounced It a success. This coop does
coops
away with the little
which are commonly given to hens
after they have hatched their broods
and which are soon outgrown by what
chicks remain after the spring rains
and rats have taken their tolL
"
The coop is three feet wide, six feet
''
long, two foet high in the rear and
j
three feet high in front A door eight
Inches high runs the entire length of
the back so as to permit easy access to
the hen. The front consists of four
f
wire
little doors covered with
These slide up and down.
netting.
Just beneath the eaves is a door a foot
wido running along the front. The
opening made by this door is covered
with wire screen also.
opening
SPECIAL MILK GAINS FAVOP this door sufficient light Jy
is afforded,
and also protection from rains. In
Trade Name That Should Be Applied front of this coop is placed four runof
Safe
to
Product
Clean,
Only
ways corresponding to the four openHighest Standard.
ings. These are a foot high and three
feet long. They are covered with wire
.
ol
l'nit.-etit
tri
IProm the
fia
screen also.
Kli UlHUC )
The coop can he used for hatching
In many eitifs there is a trnderiey
and brooding. It is divided by burlap
ctt t;iui;e uii:k .iiri
ii ui int. . uu frames
The
into four compartments.
its
Ruini r
tjiieh a
aim is to set four bens in the back
is nitw t tlchitiili!.'. us it enables ei.iirt
Pln v!, lia::.llfi .1
produd
to olitain
tin fur tlieir cure. It
also enahlest the oiiFiinud'a to t.hotise
thoir fttpply mi the absolute merits ol
t'10 various grades. This is a Bound
coiuiucrciul feature and tirio that Is ul...... ,
,. ..w
luruauy r.;tAtfsiil.eu nj ueuriy ttjl uuiui
ll ustrics.
At the present time there are on the
nwiw nuiueruuH manasj,.. oi spinai
milks. The average consumer bas ouly
a baay idea as to what Is meant by
special milk, hut usually considers It
to he in some way superior to the
ordinary milk sold. Some milk deal
ei'B have- - eui.oidered that milk a little
richer in fat sshm It! constitute: sr( ci.il
milk, while others have adhered to the
60-e-

'1

WM
rfHlirrfii"ii

j

n

high-prad-

-

A

Hatching Coop.
and keep food and
of
the
coop
part
water In the runways In front. After
hatching the chicks from two bens
are given to one for brooding. Later,
when the hen weans her chicks, the
remaining partition can be removed
and the coop can be used to house the
young stock for the remainder of the
season. It makes hen hatching easier,
and more efficient brooding possible.
f
It can be, made
very easily
and can be removed from place to
place with little trouble.
Chick-Savin-

4'

Akers VaKner F Company 126.00
26.30
Sloan Klectrical Co.,
7.45
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Selimnan Bros Co.,
3.50
1524
John PfhiRer
Polito Koyhal of Precinct No. 24, appeared liefore the Board, and asked
thai the raise made liy the Board on
cattle be reduce. a oriirinally re-- 1
portul. Tlie Board after ilue con-- J
siiler.it ion sustained their former
Sanitary Barns Which Have Much to
Do With Production of Clean Milk.
Same action was taken on the
complaint of Tomas Koyhal and Ma- principle that such a grade should be
nuel Roybal.
cleaner and safer than the ordinary
Juan Jose Rivera of Nambe, ap- grades.
A
special milk may or may not be
peared before the Board, and asked richer in fat than ordinary grades, but
jtliat the property assessed against it certainly should be produced and
ut of the handled in such manner as to bo
ihim for 1916, be stricken
cleaner and safer than the ordinary
tax rolls, as the properly beloti
eraries handled hv tlie individual dealMo bis wife, and she isa pueblo mdian.j er or
by llis competitors. In this way
The Board decided as he did not ap-- j public confidence can lie maintained
aua an increased price warrant..
pea r nt the last meeting of the Board,
are learning mat. ii is goou
which w as the time for such com- uairymcn
business to stand squarely behind
plaint, they could not do anything their goods to see that all claims are
But to have his wife- fully substantiated.
at this time.
If a special milk is to bo sold as such
file an affidavit before the Board
its standard should be high and permaand they would see what they can nent, so as to result in increased condo in the matter.
fidence and increased demand from
Miss Olsen appeared
before the consumers. There is hardly any better way to create a demand than to
Board, and asked that the raise made
produce and maintain a high grade,
on
he
reduced
the
Board
Lots,
by
and this grade is to be termed "s;ie
as originally reported, the Board after ciaL" it should by all means be as safe
point ol
due consideration sustained its form- as possible, from a
view, and not a mere trade name.
er action.
Business depend upon the demand,
Amadeo Alarid, was appointed demand depends on quality, and qual
Nighwatchmen for the quarter com- ity on tbe inclination of the man behind and the standard he wishes to set
mencing July 4, 1916.
for his product If special milk is to
The Clerk was instructed to notify be included,
it must be bis best effort
John Simmons and William Kizer of along his chosen line of endeavor,
to this end every milk dealer
Hyer New Mexico, to appear be- - and
Ka K1A anil mtltinor n aat n .1
ehn..t
fore the Board, on July 14. 1916, at
a hlgh 8tandard. At present
9 o'clock A. M. and show cause why in most cities only a very small quan
the public road that was fenced by tity of special milk is handled, although it seems that the trade dethem should not be opened.
mands should warrant the sale ot a
The Board then adjourned until the
great deal more.
6th day of July, 1916.
1522
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LIBERTY AND SERVICE
In

1776 the people of this country

threw off the shackles of kingly rule and

proclaimed themselvea free from the domination of any foreign king, princ

or potentate.

't,,,

One hundred year later Alexander Graham Bell Invented the telephone,
which wan destined to free the people from the unsatisfactory coach and-fou- r
methods of communication.
As the Spirit of Liberty has been the gnilding power in the development of
so has the Spirit of Service been the directing foroe in the development of the great Bell Telephone System.

the nation,

The guineas are good layers, but
owing to their skill in hiding their
nests and their habit of changing their
nest if it is disturbed, it is hard to
say bow many eggs they will lay, possibly GO to 100. Guineas are inclined
to be monogamous; that is, to havo
but one mate, but a male will mate
with two females. Poor hatches usually result it more females are placed
with a male.
Young guineas are fed like younr;
turkeys, wilh curds, bread and milk
or boiled eges and bread crumbs the
first week, always mixing once a day
with sand, and for every meal makof the meal green food,
ing
chopped onion or dandelion tops.
Finely chopped lettuce is good when
plentiful. Unless they have a good
run they should have plowed fields
to roam over; this is not necessary.
When they are large enough to be
given free range they will pick up
most of their living, but should always be fed at night, to give them the
habit of returning home.
one-thir-

Meat Food Pays Well.

It costs less to feed a pullet that

Is getting no meat scrap or skim milk,

but it costs more to produce a dozen
eggs from her Bhe lays so many less
when deprived of meat food.
Geese and Ducks.
Geese cannot be profitably hatched
and reared artificially, while incubators and brooders have revolutionized
tbe duck business.

1

Swat the Mites.
Swat the mites in the hencoop. An
application of crude creosote is good
medicine for them.
Tone Up Fowls' Appetite.
pan of buttermilk and ground feed
now and then will tone up the appetites of the fowls
A

M. A. Ortiz

Get Roads In Shape,
Use the drag to get roads into the
Chairman:
Pewer a National Need.
best possible shape for winter. They
Tbe public neeJ lotU steam powet
Jose Ortiz y Pino may be bad enough at best, but proper
aiid water power. It Is to the Interest
work will help greatly.
July 6, 1916.
of the whole country that our water
The Board met as per adjourn
Iower should be developed as rapidly
Trua Meaning of Conservation.
ment with all members present; Clerk
I
believe thnf onr.rviitii.n in it and ns efficiently as possible. This de-carried on only in
"
Ortiz and Sheriff Closson, also in roadest term mesns not the- mere sav- - reloPmnt
her
Kovern- r.-- of a resource strain
tflo reissible one of two wy-,tattendance.
ture need, but rn ikinz ..r the con- - mcot OWDershiP nl operation or by
The Board took into consideration -vto the ,he nPlVment of capita! worked nned resour e wid.-l'or
tbe
of
incentive
the assessment of the Ortiz Grant and
property.
private
ittim!:-in
short--t'te
possible
time consistent with t!ip elimina-nii- i Xobody but a visionary proposes today
finds that it is
and
of waste. Irofes.r Tlwnia II that the government should build and
reduces the assement from 63,000 acres
water power plants. SomesTS-ipPh. D.. Sc.
I'lireau of For-tfi-i
ortn.
must, therefore, lie devised for
to S2.000 acres.
and Domesti- United
The Board recommends
that the fie Ilepartn-en- t
of 0mmer.-e- . in nbe development of water powers as
natural resource by private genius
Ameri'nn
and trivste rtirI;nb Oittlnok
Clerk.

Our country's greatness is built upon the Spirit of Liberty. The efficiency
of the Bell System is promoted and maintained by the Spirit of Service.

ABOUT GUINEAS

Hard to Estimate Number of Eggs
Females Lay on Account of Their
Habit of Hiding Nests.

Attest:

In the brief period of forty years the telephone has developed Into a
utility that not only enters intimately into the very life of society, but its
service has become so comprehensive and so potent that It is now a factor
In our national strength and national efficiency.

g

GOOD HINTS

-

iiwuiummTnr

(By C. P. IIARTIHTT.)

The question "Does it pay to grow
popcorn V is frequently asked, and th
answer is "yes." 11 pays to grow popcorn, but owing to the limited market
tor this crop it would not bo advisaUo
to begin its culture on a large scale.
The supply at present Just about
equals the demand. No farmer should
expect to grow rich in a few yearn"
time by growing popcorn. If tbe goad
years are averaged up with the poor
ones, this crop will be fonnd to pay
about as weU aa field corn. Any fanner in the
states can
produce popcorn, but the profit depends largely upon tbe producer's aM-it- y
to grow popcorn of good quality,
store his corn properly, and market it
advantageously.
The main portion of tbe orop wWrb,
find its way to the large markets Is
grown in a few localities hi Iowa and
Nebraska by farmers who make m
specialty of producing and handling
popcorn. Usually from 1 to 50 aeres
are grown on single farms.
During the paBt, much of the crop
was grown on contract, but at present
farmers are becoming more Independent. Many have cribs of their own in
which they store and cure their crop
and take chances on the market rising higher than the contract prtc
or tbe price at harvest time. In Iowa
and Nebraska elevator men have been
accustomed to buying up the bulk of

syotcn-68.50-

lij-n-

n.

1

Profit Depends Largely on Farmer'
Ability to Secure Good Quality
Store Crop Properly and Market It Advantageously.

i

-

y ji

of Agriculture
Many of the States.

Dor-iiia-
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120.00

POPCORN

DOES

penalties and interest against taxes
of Francisco Lopez, of Prec. No. 13,
be stricken off for the years 1907 to
1915 inclusive.
In the matter of the assessment
on that certain lot north of Buena
Vista Avenue, belonging to H. H,
the Board reduced same from

Field of Popcorn Planted in Hills-P-lant
Has Strong Tendency t
Sucker On Rich Soil It Often Sscfc-er- s
Profusely.
the crop at harvest time and sellkosj
It to manufacturers, commission merchants and jobbers.
A large quantity of popcorn Is use el
annually in the manufacture of popcorn package goods crackerjack and
other forms of popcorn confectionery,
In these the popped corn is coated
with a preparation ot sugar, glucose
and molasses, and In some cases chocolate. Some packages contain small
quantities of peanuts, and In others
both peanuts and sliced cocoanut are
mixed with the popcorn. Other preparations are corn bar,
popcorn, popcorn balls, and popcorn
bricks. All of tbese goods have become quite popular and are sold la
largo quantities at parks, summer resorts, picnics, fruitstands, stores, rail
road stations, and on trains.
sugar-coate-

d

USEFULNESS OF DAIRY COWS
Will Soon Change Poor,

Unprofitable
Farm Into Rich Producing One-R- aise
Your Feed.

The dairy cow will soon change ft
poor, unprofitable farm iuto a rich, productive farm that will pay a pro"t
upon tho labor am! capital used in
production, if ho is given a chauoe.
When you try cows and raise pleiily
of foed for them you will wonder how
you ever made the farm produce a living without them.
Dairying is quite Bimilar to manufacturing where the raw materials
and converted into finished
products. Got some cows and see how
they will change the farm.
IVATER FOUNTAINS

FOR HENS

Various Devices on Market Suitable
for Indoor or Outdoor Uses Keep
Receptacle Covered.

There are various drinking fountains
market that are suitable for

on tho
Indoor
ceptacle
should

and outdoor uses. Any rein which water is contained
be covered to keep out tho

dirt.

Drinking fountains should be raised
from the floor and placed in such position that the hens cannot scratch Utter into them, because it often occurs,
particularly in large flocks, that before
many of the hens are through feeding
tbe water is so dirty that it Is not fit
to drink.
MAKING SUCCESS WITH HENS
Select Breed Liked Best and Begin
With Few Fowls, Increasing
Flock as You Learn.
Don't start In with 600 or 1,000
hens and expect to make a success at
first. Select the breed you like best
and start with a few, increasing the
flock as you learn how to care for
them. Study your feeding and balance the ration so the bens can have
the material necessary for producing
eggs. If you expect to get eggs, you
must feed for eggs, Just as the dairyman must feed for mil It

AMOUNT TO FEED DAIRY COW
Small Animals Will Consume From
to Thirty Pounds of
Twenty-FivSilage Each Day.
e

b--

T

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
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oln-rat-
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fout-mTi--

Cows should be fed as much silage

as they will clean up without waste

when consumed with hay and grain.
Generally speaking, a good cow
should be fed up to the limit of her
appetite. If she refuses any of her
feed, reduce the quantity at once.
Small cows will eat 25 to 30 pounds
silage a day and the large ones SO
pounds or mors.

in which the participants were their parents and teachers who the wagon was struck Mr. Rains disastrous ever to visit Clayton
"hombres" large and small. The are indifferent to bird life. Every was knocked off so that he was A varying wind whipped the
fight began over the possession nest of insectivorous birds des not badly hurt, also the mules flames to many ' angles sad
of a saddle and continued until troyed is a flagrant violation of hitched to the wagon escaped menaced for a time, the entire
From Special Correspondents and State Papers
several men were well beaten up law and the culprit is subject to without injury. Mr. Rains had a east residence section of the city.
The volunteer fire department,
Owing to the large number of a substantial fine, Ft. Sumner narrow escape from being killed.
with assistance of others fought
contestants no names are mention Review.
Alamogordo News.
son building. All were ready at they were sleeping burned to the ed. By Wednesday afternoon,
in the terrific heat and smoke,
CHAVES
a moment's notice to help save ground. Mrs. Lawrence Olsen however, the pugnacious feelings
Boy Killed by Horse.
and handicapped with low water
MORA
The
son of JohnDu-- pressure for a strenuous hour be
property. When it was learned and her four children three had subsided: Lorpsburg Liver
Wagon Caught Fire.
re
who
is
victims
one
the
an
and
at W. E. fore the fire was under control
was
alarm
the
false
fire
ran,
girls
a
employe
al.
that
it
load
of
A. Mason brought a
Serious Accident.
mill down James Can- and only then after it had ceo- fire occurred at their
the
and
crowd
Jerging's
dispersed.
Anderson
last
serious
Tatum
into
met
a
Thursday
Virgil
freight
Owla.
accident at the machine shop. yon, was kicked by a horse sumed the two dwellings adjoin
and unloaded part of it at the After quiet had been restored a home near Oscuro. The hus
Two Monkey-Fac- e
Tatum Hardware and then drove number of business men met and band and father was in this secMiss Luetta Arisman has cap He was working on a windmill sustaining a compound fracture ing the garage. The most remarkdrillof the skull. He was brought to able feature of the fire was its
in
tion
the
time
at
discussed
of
fire
engaged
need
a
the
probehind
the
his wagons
tured a colony of three monkey and realeased a spring which
is
the
and
disa
well,
this
therefore,
ing
He took out his teams tection. As a result of
face owls and is making pets of struck him in the face inflicting a Cloudcroft immediately and that ntense heat and its short duraof
sole
was operated on by Drs. tion. At 12 o'clock the mechanics
the
survivor
was
family.
matter
the
cussion,
brought
and tied them to his front wagon
them. Although
quite young, serious wound. He had it re- night
V. F. Mueller and G. W. R. "knocked off" for lunch. At 1
how
is
known
not
before
It
town
positively
the
at
board
its
walked
and
and fed them
away.
they show considerable intelli paired by a surgeon and will soon
Smith, but the little fellow died o'clock they were without a job
Soon his front wagon was seen to meeting Monday night, and the the building caught on fire, but gence. They sure are the comic recover. Roy
fire
at
8 o'clock Sunday morning. and their
the
the
that
it
fire
chances
chemical
supposition
are
that a
be covered ia flames. The fire
lookers. If nature was trying to
employers without a
The
from
cook
the
remains were taken to Tula-ros- a home and the busines which they
started
will
stove,
be
Wheat
Harvest
On.
purchased by
was put out with difficulty and extinguisher
make something funny looking,
which had a fire in it during the she
and there tenderly laid to had spent years building reduced
Wheat Harvest is on all over
not till it had done considerable the town. Maxwell Mail.
did her darndest
When neigh- whencertainly
rest.
Cloudcroft.
preceding
evening.
to smoldering junk.
she built those owls. Buck-hor- n the mesa thi sweek and there will
damage.
ANA
DONA
bors
entire
fire
discovered
the
the
be
more
lot
a
wheat
harvested
of
The fire started in a barrel
Many cars were in the garage
Cor. Silver City Enterwas enveloped in flames
most
when
building
Scattered
Demthe fire wasdiscovered. All
than
Wheat.
cell
Tatum
people
imagine.
batteries.
dry
Father Coulombe Vindicted and the first to reach the scene prise.
An extremely exciting run- of them were run out except
The quantity is good on the
ocrat.
The Rev. Father Joseph Coul could offer no assistance nor disfields where it made at all. There away last Friday in which a load seven consisting of two Chalombe, of Anthony, in charge of cover any signs of life.
Fourth of July Accidents. will be enough wheat harvested of sheaf wheat was scattered pro- mers touring cars, Mrs. Wikoff 's
Hay Barn Burns.
the lower valley parish, went to
of
five bodies
Boyd Wallace, the young son to seed as large an acreage as miscuously
through town and coupe, Allen's racing Ford, a
The large hay bam on the a house in the border line town The remains the
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wallace was sown last
held
an
were
collected,
Toraas
inquest
Martinez
thrown violently Maxwell belonging toH. L. Simpyear.
Roy
miles
seven
Smith
place
Schyler
to administer the last rites to a and interment made Monday was badly burned Tuesday when
the
against
ground sustaining a son, White Tanner '8 truck and a
orthwest of Hagerman was com- woman. When he got there he
afternoon. Only the trunks re- a package of fire crackers was
Head-o- n
dislocated shoulder, a severe cut stock Ford. Clayton Citizen.
Collison.
Tuesfire
pletely destroyed by
found a fake doctor and a woman mained and they were charred ignited in his pockets and explod
Joe Gilstrap and wife spent the on the arm and other minor
day night, the fire originating attending to the sick and these
ed. The boy was burned about fourth at the
oldest
The
recognition.
beyond
parental J. B. bruises. Dr. Holms of Alamofrom a bolt of lightning which told the
his p esence was child was twelve years old, the the legs and hands. Jack Stephens Lusk home
Horses Collided.
priest
Mills.
near
elecThey gordo was soon on the job an Mr.
struck the barn during the
non grata, whereupon Father
John
also
was
the
burned
about
hands
Iker, living about ten
less
The
a
than
is
fast recovering.
year.
picknicked on the river and went Martinez
tric storm that night. Also about Coulombe took things into hi3 youngest
miles south of Ctayton, was
and arms while extinguishing the fishing. They also figured in an Cloudcrofter.
has
the
husband
father
and
deepthree hundred chickens were own hands and made these fakers
brought to town from Clapham
est sympathy of the people, not blaze from the youngster.
auto accident. When turning the
burned. The loss is a large one get out of the house. The result
in a very serious condition caus
of
own
his
but
was
of
Brown
the victim
corner of the lumber shed at the
QUAY
only
community,
Percy
as the barn was full of hay and was that the
ed by a fall from his horse. He
was arrested, in Carrizozo as well, where he has a collision with a
priest
Mills
met
Mr.
Hupmobile
they
King driving
Aere was no insurance. Hager- brought before Justice Lopez and
was attending the celebration at
Fireworks Caught on Fire.
many friends and acquaintances. touring car Tuesday evening. The Mr. Mann's Ford. He banged
man Messenger.
Last
Clapham, and had entered the
8:30
about
acquitted forthwith. Then Father
Carrizozo News.
car ran into the young man wh into their radiator at about 30
Frday evening
Coulombe 's lawyer Hon. Jose
was on his bicycle, knocking him miles an hour and smashed up someone struck a match, at the "Gallo" or chicken race, horseCOLFAX
Gonzalez and Hon. Marcial Val- to the ground and demolishing both cars considerably. Gilstrap store of Florencio Martinez, back and it company with anoth
Injured In Runaway.
of the
dez, both
the wheel. His bruises, luckily, had nearly stopped or there would which broke and flew into a pile er party was running at full
who lives on the
Housebreakers Busy.
legislature, got busy and had the Mrs. Lane
were not serious and he is able likely have been more serious of fireworks. The fireworks caught speed when the two horses collidThe home of Oliver, Christian-so- n fakers tried for practicing medi- - Lum Byfield place near Nogal to be out.
fire and for a few minutes it ed, throwing him violently to the
consequences. No one was seriouswas entered by thieves last c ne without a license, the result was driving a team which be
Several other minor accidents ly hurt and a hundred dollars caused considerable excitement, ground, the horse falling on him
Monday night between eight being that Justice Lopez impos came frightened and ran away. were
and but for the timely arrival of The other man jumped from his
reported during the three will repair both cars' Roy
and nine o'clock and a quantity ed a sentence of sixty days and She jumped from the wagon and
assistance
with water a conflagra- horse and was unhurt. When
none
were
celebration
but
in so doing sustained a broken leg. days
of valuables taken including a costs on the
medico.
The
tion
was
averted. As it was quite Iker was picked up he was un
wily
serious. Lordsburg Liberal.
watch, a lavalier and other ar woman was allowed to go scott A physician was called from Capi-taa bit of damage was done to the conscious and has remained so
Beans In.
and set the broken member
tides of jewelery. The entrance free because it was proven that
Fred Matheson finished plant- stock Mr. Martinez estimates 'until 3 p m. Clayton Citizen.
GUADALUPE
was made during the absence of she was only assisting the doctor but it is said amputition will be
160 acres of beans Saturday that the damage will amount to
ing
the occupants who returned to and was not aware that he lack- necessary. Carrizozo Outlook.
has started to plow 400 acres over one thousand dollars which
and
CURRY
Killed
Las
ed
license.
the necessary
by Lightning.
find their rooms in confusion. No
land
of
for the Wilson Co., near is covered by insurance. Quick
Elwood
whose
Citizen.
Cruces
Beal,
parents
definite clew has been obtained
GRANT
live in Elida, this state, was in- Abbott which they expect to put action on the part of the people
The National Tread.
as to the guilty party or parties.
into wheat this fall1 Mills De- saved the stock as well as the
EDDY
The streets of Clovis during
stantly killed last Saturday by
It is presumed that the work will
building. Logan leader,
Narrow Escape.
He was on a wagon veloper,
the past week have resounded to
lightning.
be traced to the operation of
Too
of the firm of driving from Pintada canon to
Bad.
Rowe,
Chauncy
the martial tread of soldier boys'
to
are
who
known
several boys
Fatal Rattler's Bite.
M'KINLEY
have been concerned recently in One of the prettiest and most Rowe & Dollins, who conduct Pastura, and was about one and
Nearly every day several
.Last aaturuay morning Ossie1 jfeet.
Silmiles from the latter
train loads of national guardsmen
similar escapades. A stiff sen- affable young ladies it Artesia the auto and stage line from
old son of Mr. and!
eight
from the east have passed
tence in tha reform school is just had to remain at home all ver City to Tyrone, narrowly es- place when he was struck. His Killed With Pocket Knife. Mrs. J.year
F.
Travelstead who live
because
all
on
car
he
was
the
when
death
Fourth
the
caped
wife was on the same wagon and
day
was
a
Indian
of
these
Benali,
several
through here enroute to the MexsuspectNavajo
awaiting
in the Anniston
neighborhood, ican border, and the trains
ed boys, who will be caught at the wrong man asked her to go to driving went over a steep em- sitting near him with a baby in killed Tuesday night by another was out
going
playing and in some through in
her arms. Neither mother nor Indian, believed to have been his
have stopped
the business sooner or later and Hagerman. This is one beastly, bankment.
daylight
barbarous and unjust custom in
Mr. Rowe had been working child were hurt. Three of the brother, on the mesa near Allison manner was struck on the head here long enough for the troops
summarily dealt with. Raton our social
to
that
system
very hard all day and night, haul- four mules being driven were kil- The crime was committed with a by a rattlesnake. The little fel to detrain and exercise. They
ought
Range.
change to read that the ladies ing people to Silver City to at led. The body of Beal was em pocket knife. Benali was alive low was brought to town for were marched through the streets
treatment but nothing was ac and in a few
be allowed to ask whomever they tend the fourth of July celebra balmed and
A False Alarm
shipped to Elida for when found shortly after dark
instances, at least,
As Emil Markabrad intended like to accompany them to places tion and it was on a return trip burial. La Voz Publica.
and was brought to the county complished and he died Sunday up as far as the vacant lots just
Logan Lerder.
from Silver City, sometime after
to leave for Las Vegas Monday,
south of the court house, where
hospital in town where he died at evening
he decided that he would do a There would be one advantage midnight, that the accident hapeleven
about
o'clock.
Ruthless
they were put through maneuvers
Slaughter.
if
in
this:
the courtier slinked
little extra work Saturday night.
Since shade trees in yards and
pened. He went to sleep for an
The first news of the affair was
To
calculated to rest them from the
Soldiers.
The
Help
Just as it was getting dark he re- out of it or had a previous, the instant, it is supposed, and the in the park have made a good brought to Deputy sheriff Henry M. B. Goldenberg has launched long rides on the trains that they
turned to his blacksmith shop lady would know where she is car turned over twice with him. growth," mocking birds are nesting Brock when he was on his way a scheme to make the soldier had been subjected to. Clovis
s in them to a considerable
and started a fire in his forge "at" then she would be in a posi When picked up he was
extent to Gibson to see the fire works boys feel that they are being apr News.
Some one noticed the flickering tion to make other arrangments.
and had a gash on his and their sweet song is heard in display. The officer was driving predated by the citizens of this
She would also save the embarass-mehead about twelve inches long. all parts of town, day and night. and was stoped on the road by a community. A booth where cold
light growing steadily brighter,
of excusing herself to those He is in
Runaway Ford.
and not knowing the blacksmith
the Tyrone hospital and In addition to their joyful melo Navajo who told him that anoth- drinks, cigars, etc., may be had,
whom
abont
she
does
not
care.
afternoon people in
Monday
out
to
had returned
is recovering nicely and if no dies, the birds are of great bene er Indian was lying badly wound- has been established near the railwork, gave
the vicinity of the City Drug
Cis dreaded cry of '"fire! fire! !" Artesia News.
will
in
be
arise
out
fit as insect destroyers. But the ed on the Mesa. The deputy way depot. Different business
complications
In a very few minutes there
a short time, Silver City Enter- native and mixed breed boy, and went with the Indian to the place firms contribute to the funds of Store were startled by the crashof falling glass, where a Ford
LINCOLN
was an excited crowd on the street
some American kids we are sorry and found Benali nearly dead cigars and confections which. ing
prise.
car owned by Judge J. D. Ham
deact
to
as
fire
volunteer
ready
to state, are mortal enemies of from loss of blood from several when taken to the booth, are
lin of Farwell, Texas, and being
Five Die in Flames.
partment. Some had buckets
bird life They look for and lo knife wounds. The injured man handed out to the soldiers with
Cow Boys Mix It.
driven
by a Mr. Temple crossed
A mother and four children
A general
ready to form a bucket brigade.
flight cate the nests and destroy them was stabbed three times through out charge. Mr. Goldenberg beW. D. Paulson secured one of lost their lives Monday morning took place out at the race track at every opportunity. The boys the back, the back of the head lieves he can afford to buy the the sidewalk and smashed into
the chemical tanks from the Paul- - at 12:30 when the house in which during the celebration on the 4th are not to be blamed as much as was badly cut and there was a cigars if the soldiers are willing to the front of the drug store with
terifBc impact. The car struck
wound in the front of the head. do the fighting. Tucum car i
the door casing, driving one
Very little can be learned of American.
fender through the plate glass
the affair any more than that
window and damaging the screenMurderer Captured.
Benali left Alison in company
ed
enclosure about the front
A young Mexican woman twenwith his brother and it is believ
doors.
Mr. Temple states that
ed that there were other Navajos ty years of age was arrested near
he lost control of the car when
in
Hachita
coun
southern
Grant
in the party. Benali came to
his foot slipped off the foot pedtown from Wide Ruin and at- ty this week charged with being
back in
tend the celebration at Allison implicated in the brutal murder dle, throwing the car
on
and
its
it
mission
gear
sending
of
Mr.
Mrs.
William Parker,
and
leaving town at about dark. Ef- of distruction. Clovis Journal.
in
their
at
ranch
the
southern
locate
made
to
forts are being
the brother who is believed to end of the county on the Mexican
have done the stabbing. The re- border, Monday evening. June
Badly Burned.
mains of the murdered Navajo 26. The young woman and her
II. L. Langford has his hands
were interred in Hill Crest ceme- husband, a young man aged 24, and arms
severly burned last week
tery at the expense of the gov were in the Parker's employ and when cleaning a car with gasoline
it is alleged they cruelly shot
ernment. Gallup Herald.
,a
which ignited through a circuit
both Mr. and Mrs. Parker.
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Consider It Now
You need a
plan to do

A Vacation,

Why not do what more than Two Million

Attend Chautauqua

It's America's greatest medium for rest
and relaxation. You need not go to
San Francisco to hear Thaviu's Band,
or New York to see a first class production of The Melting Pot, or go to
the South to enjoy the best oratory; all
these are brought to your very door.

-

OTERO

Hundreds of Thousands of persons
paid $2.00 and $3.00 a seat to see The
Melting Pot played in New York; here
OV.
" GLENN.
W. I. NOLAN.
you pay this for the entire season ticket and this is only one of the Big Four
attractions, any one worth this much itself.
--

R.

Santa Pe, Opens July 23

caused by a metal handle

brush

Deputy Schrimpsher is in charge
in conta.-- with a chargof the woman. It is expected the coming
ed metal part in the engine. But
woman's husband and acconioiice
for prompt help he would proShipine Ore at La Luz.
in the crime w.U be captured
J. J. Jackson was in Alamohave been burned to death.
within a few days. Silver City bably
Clovis News.
gordo last Saturday from his
mines ui wie ouriu r iat county, Enterprise.
near La Luz. He says that
Wheat Acreage.
UNION
he would soon ship about four
Ernest Hall has forty acres of
cars of ore to the smelter at El
wheat that will run sixteen
Disastrous Fire.
Paso. The ore according to Mr.
vul- - bushels per acre. The rest of the
in
the
Fire,
originating
Jackson will run about $40 to
room completely des- - farm will run six to ten bushels
$125 pzr ton. Alamogordo News canizing
Pioneer garage, all its per
the
troyed
tubes and casings,!
Train Hits Wagon.
As train No. 3, the Gold State valued at several thousand dolAccident To Eye
Mr. Story met with quite a
Limited, passed through Oscura lars, hundreds of dollars worth of
at full speed it struck the wagon parts and accessories, seven serious accident while in the
of D. T. Rains of Tularosa, motor cars and two residences breakes after wood. A staple
which was loaded with fruit. The belonging to the Mr. and Mrs. L. which he pulled from a post saw
ft to land in his eye. He has
pilot hit the hind end of the A. Wikoff and their son Allen.
fire
The
of
one
was
the
been
unable to use it up to date,
hottest
down
it
wagon, knocking
upside
and smashing it to pieces. As and threatened to be the most Tucumcari American.
t

t,

County School Superintendent John
HOLD
can be injured but not
knocked out. His latest escapade was
to to fall down the stairs in the school
house, but it happened because John
was hustling as usual to vfel the
teachers on the autos to get out to NGLISH RETAKE CONTALMAI-SOthe Indian school. The result is that
ANO MEANLY ALL OF
Conway is sliitly disfigured bit
TR0NE8 WOOD.
still in the riiiK, and busy as if nothing had happened. It would not
look natural if Jnhti Conway wa not
HEARING KQVEL
the victim of an injury, but all this SLAVS
suwill not make his run for county
perintendent this fall any the less 3ERMAN3 PENETRATE VEPOUN
swift.
TRENCHES AT DAMLOUP ANO

CAPITAL CITY NEWS

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
From Here and There Over the State

PERONNE HILLS

General and Personal
Jake Levy was a visitor in Albuquerque during the past week
and returned home on Monday.
State Treasurer 0. N. Marron
as in the city during the present week on official and other

FRENCH

V. Conway

Pedro Ortiz y Pino left for
Denver last Friday, accompanyFrancisco
ing his father-in-laRael who is to undergo an operation for the removal of a tumor.
w,

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Barnes
with their son and daughter, of
at
Lieutenant Antonio Luna, who Freedman, Indiana are guests
C.
Mrs.
J.
of
home
and
the
Judge
has been the guest of Bronson M.
IN FUMIN WOOD.
Harold Hammill, who has been
Roberts.
Outting during several days last
the
east
the
past year
during
Secretary of State, Antonio;'"
week, returned to the border on
more nas returneu nome anu
r
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'he evening.
cmuuuind.'r in chief uu the
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ed her sister, Miss Mane Jeffries.
New Yor,. for throat trouble Kram-t- i front TtiU ajeaino includ
Attorney General Clancy and
will spend
the coming
aftw hU departure from jthe i uuinlier o1 Hi iiiil towns or village
Mrs. Clancy returned on Wednes- They
serveral weeks in Ca.ifornia.
ronsiilered
positions v.b!li ;ir
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day from a trip up the Pecos
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l great str'i
importum-iand
A.
at
Detroit
came
to
the
He
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line.
were
Sydney Kirkpatrick
where they
guests
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past
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Mrs Wesley Hr.idficM returned the ganize tor the presidential campaign
Asks Funds to Fight Paralysis.
Satin Judgej present week from San Diego called and took
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possession of a large vacant
W'ashit :lnn.
Secretary McAdoo
d
Abbott's court, the case being the ,.ti a' Connt of the illness of her
residence which they have rented un- ashed I oiigrets.s lo api.ro(.riate $Ii.",-MiDavis Hardware company cr. Wesley is still in the exposition til chi 'ioii. as hcaihuar!i rs and Govfor iie fiuhiit' health service to
VS. Benjamin Hill. Frank Lavanjcily for an indefinite stay and will ernor Prince
the principal speak- i.id in li e fight against the infantile
and
aralysis epidemic in New
appeared for the plaintiffs and 'be joined by Mrs. liradficid on Mrs. er on this occasion.
prevent its spread fo o'h-i- s'ates
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Mrs. John March gave a large
card party Wednesday afternoon,
in honor of Miss Eklund. Mrs.
W. G. Turley won first prize,
and there were six tables. Delicious refreshments were served,
ROADBED and the floral decorations
were

Uncontrolled Water Is Cause of Many
Bad Roads Drainage Is Recommended as Remedy.
We have been quite Interested lately
in traveling over roads In central Iowa
at a time when we did not expect
them to be at all good, to find that
where they were dragged the going
and where not
wa9 quite good;
dragged, quite rough. Hut even where
good, there were spots in the roadbed
Uiat were rutty. Now. what is the
cause of these ruts every mile or two
of good, fairly well dragged roads?
Nothing hut water uncontrolled. These
are upeny places. Filling up the rute
iy drni'tfinir does rot prevent the trouble. The drag docs not reach the rooi
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gave a bridge party last Thursday
afternoon, there were nine tables.
Mrs. Robert P. Ervien delightfully entertained at bridge Wednesday afternoon in MissEklund's
honor, Mrs. Davies won first
prize, and Miss Harrison second.
Miss Eklund guest pirze and Mrs.
Alois B. Renehan gave one of
the most enjoyable dancing parties of the season. Miss Eklund
is an
exceptionally
charming
young lady, and has become very
popular, with all who had the
pleasure of meeting her.

Informal Dinner Parly.

Mrs. B. F. Ristine entertained
informally at a supper last Sunday evening, for Governor and
Mrs. W. C. McDonald, Judge
and Mrs. L. C. Collins, Mr. and
Mrs. I. H. Rapp, Mrs. C. H.
Cochran and Mrs. C. L. Patton
of Detroit.

Five Hundred Party.
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Jenkins
entertained at a very enjoyable
500 party at their home July 4.
Delicious refreshments were served at the conclusion of the card
playing. Those invited were: Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Meyer?, Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Koch, Mr. and
Mrs. C. F. Kanen, Mr. and Mrs.
John V. Conway, Mr. and Mrs. C.
C. E. Sanford, Mr. and William
Beacham, Mrs. E. A. Leonard
and Miss Dorothy Koch.

Mrs. Mary Lackey and Miss
McFie,
delightfully entertained
of the mailer. The fact is that just
above these seepy plticcn where the at Bridge Thursday afternoon in
ruts me, there is a vein of hard rd.iy honor of Miss Eklund. About
ciiniing out, which the water cuniiol twenty young people were there,
it conies out
readily penetrate.
afternoon was very
under the r.mdli.'il, just us it Hlougb and the
con..'K cut nn f'.ie fide f a hill.
pleasantly spent. The refreshThrtpui-dl':,r lli is tile Ji :ii:s-ments were delicious. And flowers
Glub Notesand the drain should not he located of
varied hues and delightful
Mrs. Robert P. Ervien enter
;us
.hiee, li.it nhiive il, so
;:i the
to inleii pt i!ie waicr lln.t nuihea the fragrance imparted mnch artistic tained the
Saturday Card Club.
principle that beauty- - -- among so much beauty
seep. .lusf on the
in draining a tdcunh with lenny - -The Monday Bridge Club was
a bevy of young ladies.
'.riinches ami pr.itigs. Ihe wirk irt ilou
entertained by Mrs. B. E. Hed
hem by tiling annind the prongs
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett will take ding, 8 c ub players and 8 subs
it: to the s'.Mich betiw at tie1 lowest ni
;hein, instead of in (he middle of it. a party composed of I. B. Hanna, titutes,
including Mrs. Weltmer,
for whenever water gets i:it a slough, Mrs. C. A.
Haynes, Miss Revlin Mrs. Sears, Mr. J. Johnson, Mrs.
tne uama;;e is done. 1 he point ia to
Mrs. Florence Bartlett and a CH.
keep it from getting in.
Cochran, Mrs. M. A.
A little attention
to this, together number of persons attending the
Mrs. Spencer Mrs. French,
Otero,
with dragging the road after every institute at the Indian school to
Mrs. McManus, Mrs. Spencer
,'ain. will give ns fairly good roads
the Indian won guest prize and Mrs. M. L.
di' t roads without any hanl surfacing Cochiti to attend
Cood Road in Colorado.
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for nine or ten months in tho year
Of course, when these ser.py places

are (liaiued, they must have a ditch
into which the water can run.
Pormit us lo repent once more a
"statement we have been making ever
aildross on
divr.e wo made cur
good roads, HI) years ago: that water uncontrolled is tho cause of bad
roads; that there aro two kinds of
water, bo to speak; the under water
and thu upper water. The under water
1s that which comes in under the roadwhat comes
bed; and tho upper-wate- r
on It from above or flows In from the
sides. The way to get rid of the first
In
Is through drainage; particularly
these seepy places. The way to control the second Is by grading and then
dragging, to put an enamel on the surface of the road. Wallace's Farmer.
lii-s-

CAPPER DISCOVERS

dance.

Burrows club prize.

Chain Parties of the Woman's
Trade, will continue
through the months of July and
August, and at the close of
August 31, a report will be handed in. So far there have been 18
parties, and there remain 54
parties yet to be given to carry
out the original plan of 72. So
somebody will have to get busy.

The Girls Bridge Club met
with Miss Sarah Morgan, there
were several guests, which included the young men. A very
enjoyable time was had.

Board of

Bridge party.
Mrs. S. Spitz and Miss Spitz,
gave a very
delightful bridge

party Tuesday afternoon. There
ten tables, Mrs. Percy F.
Knight of El Paso, was awarded
the first prize for high score, and
Mrs. I. Hamilton Rapp, consolation. The prizes were handsome
cut glass pieces. The color scheme
was pink and white. A delicious

MUD TAX were

Farmer

Loeea on Wheat Crop Because
Roads Are Soft and Me Cannot Get to Market.

..,

e

Mrs. Florence Bartlett gave a
very pleasant dance and card
party at the Gildersleeve place
last night to a number of her
friends, including Mr. and Mrs.
Sears, Mr. Ely, Mr. Dean John
McFie, Jr. Mrs. Townsend, Mrs.
Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. Renehan,
Mrs. McConnell, Dr. and Mrs.
Hedding. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bishop, Miss Revlin the artist. Judge and Mrs. Hanna, Mrs. I. B.
Hanna, Mrs. Burroughs, Mrs.
Knight, the Misses Knight, Mrs.
Fiske, Mr. and Mrs. Van Stone,
Mr. and Mrs. Dunlavy, Mrs.
Turley, Mrs. Nina Otero, Warren,
Luna Bergere. Light refreshments were served during the
evening.
Rev. and Mrs. B. Z. McCol-louarrived safely at their destination, Bozeman, Montana, according to cards received by several of their friends in this city.
They will be absent for six weeks
or two months.
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exquisite.

house guest of Mrs. R. P. Er-viis the inspiration for many
delightful parties. Among which
Mrs. S. Spitz and Miss Spitz

While taxation problems are bo generally in tho air comes Governor Capper of Kansas and deposes that be
has discovered a new tax, "mud tax." two course luncheon was
served,
"There Is an average mud tax of six
cents on every bushel of wheat grown which was perfect in its appointIn Kansas," Bays the governor, "and ments.
the fanner has to Rtand that loss. It
costs him about $900 a year because
tho roads are soft and because he can- Santa Fe's visitor who is Miss
not get to market when the price Is
Motorists will be among Inez Eklund of Clayton, and
highest."
IJiose who Indorse the governor's
words.

The Bridge Club of eight girls
was entertained by Miss Witt-ma- n,
Wednesday evening Miss
Adah Pinnell won the prize for
high score.
A Daughter of Heaven.
Rehearsals for which are being
kept up to the minute, and t he
entire cast is enthusastic ami it
and it promises to be one of t he
of the most artistic affairs eer
put on by local talent. Dr. a id
Mrs. B. E. Hedding are n sw
additions and the part of t ie
Emperor has been assigned to
Attorney Harry S. Bowm .n.
This affair is being looked
to with much interest yy
of Santa
'e,
the theatre-goe- rs
and the Scottish Rite Cathe al
is certainly one ideal place to
have such a play as this sta id
yn every perfection
l

Until-uer'-
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Network of Good Roads.
This whclo country will somo of
these days bo a network of good roads,
tvhirh will have a place on the maps
ilong wit-- the railroads. The Lincoln
highway linking the East and the
West, tho Jefferson highway, connecting the lakes and tho gulf, and tho
PiTioverland highway, are a beginning.
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HejFe
have moving pictures taken' Ncw Mexico. He is widely known The governor is hurrying his busilife on an(I hoI,s two honorary degrees from ness so as to return very soon to
Of the New Mexico guard
the border Which will be placed tne Academy of Science of the take an acitve part in the Republican
In the pathescope which he and scientif!c section of the N'na' Op campaign in New Mexico and the
southwest.
the company with which he is as tical Association, lie gives
service to those persons whom
sociated will use in the schools
POR SALE Hereford bull calve
be treats.
where the machine has been taken
Prices right. Charley Sumner stock
ranch
house
A
WANTED
on
as
Do not write, come and see. S. C
place
up. There are several schools in
Rra. Riddle. N. If.
the state where this machine has keeper can give best of references, FOR
SALE Choice improved Lots
been put in operation as well as write Mrs. M. E. Gay Croshyton Tex. also two family cottages.
Apply at
63
P.
O.
box
State Record office.
in other states.
Will

guran-tee-

d

Three-Inc- h

Tired Wagon Best.

Buy tho wagon with the throe-inctire, is the udvice that the highway
:oiumb"Sioners at Ames give tho farm-

Lawn Hose

Window

Door
Screens

ers. T his width tire is not only tho
bvmt weiaring on tho read of any
widtii, hut, according to test, it
quires less draft to pull it. Tho nar- wagon cuta tho read too
much, whilo the wider tire reijuirej
too much of a draft to pull.
row-tire-

Santa Fe Hdw. & Supply Co.

Clean Brooder Lamps Daily.
Brooder lamps should be ckaittd
every day.
Bride Has Ring Made of Bullet.
London.
Lady Dorothy Walpole,
of the Earl of Oxford, who la
daughter
Tru Meaning of C;,i-- i vation.
going to marry Capt. Arthur Mills, Is
believe that O"us.riion to tt having her wedding ring made, not of
ladest term nienns nut ihe mere sav-- gold, but of lead from a piece of sooooooooooooccoooooooocoooooooooceoooooooooooooe.
of a resource aim lust the possible
shrapnel which struck Capt. Mills in
the
lire aeed. bnt nishMiL- the foot, permanently laming him.
to the
resource as wide!'
::tr1 possible number In the short-- ' Templars' Conclave at Philadelphia.
rime consistent with the ellmlns-- .
Los Angeles. Philadelphia has been
Sole AgaaU far INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
of waste. Profess,,, T'uunas 11. designated as the place of the thirty-fourt- h
Mfalfa Seed. All Kinds of Flowers, Garden and Field Seeds it
erron. Th. D.. So. I lle'i iiu of For-an-d
of the
triennial conclave
Bulk and Package
v. United
Do met. Lie Cum,
Knlghta Templar, th Grand Encampfs Department f f 'iimeree. la ment to begin the second Tuesday IB 9
Five
'utile American
September, 111.
coo-ve-

Flour, Hay. Potatoes and Sal
LEO HERSCH

'Hrphones

tnr
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